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[EDITORIAL]
NOW THAT IT’S OVER

This newcspaper's steadfast refusal to predict a winner
in the Presidential election, and Its repeated assertion that
lt was prepared for either eventuality, ls its only answer to
the exultant New Deal Inquiries as to "what do you think
about lt now?" Any student of political history familiar
with the two wallopings which had already been administered
by Roosevelt, could not fail to realize the gigantic task which
confronted the Republican cause. Possessor of only two
States, and beaten by enormous majorities in most of the
other 46, the New Deal defenses were almost unassailable.
It carries no profit now to discuss the causes which led
to "The Third Term Candidate's” third landslide, but it Is per
fectly obvious that there were two outstanding reasons, and
the primary one was the imminence otf another war in which
the United States might be called upon to participate. There
was nothing that Roosevelt could do which could not be done
by Wendell Willkie* and the powerful Cabinet he would have
chosen, but It did not need the hypnotic powers of Franklin
D Roosevelt to convince the electorate, including droves of
Republicans, into believing that nobody else could save the
Nation. We called that theory absurd when the battle was
on; we call it absurd now.
Reason No. 2 was the tremendous weapon with which the
New Deal was armed—the bestowal of much needed jobs,
construed as political favors. There were doubtless many
WP A. workers who stood with thelr party and followed the
dictates of their own conscience, and tliere were doubtless
several million who felt that if they voted the Republican
ticket they would be made to suffer the consequences. An
unfortunate situation, but recognized the country over.
To Wendell L. Willkie in the hour of his crushing defeat
we express the belief that he made a thoroughly remarkable
campaign. At the beginning of the contest he was Journeying
from coast to coast and fighting his battle almost singlehanded. invading districts which were overwhelmingly Demo
cratic, and spreading the same message which he gave to the
people of his own faith. His plain, blunt language was a shock
to many Republicans who felt that “he shouldn't say such
things,” but who accepted calmly and philosophically the
abuse and the innuendoes which came from the other side.
Mr. Willkie. aside from his magnetic and compelling person
ality. had cne streng asset and that was the almost universal
aversion to the Third Term, and even that was relegated to
secondary consideration because of the fear that it might
not be safe to swap Chief Executives in this crisis.
Maine almost voted itself back into the “Union," for
reasons which are not quite clear. Congratulations to Knox
County which stood valiantly by its guns, and which, despite
its position with the minority, need never feel ashamed of the
manner in which its ballots were cast.
It wculd be churlish and unfair not to congratulate Presi
dent Roosevelt. We want his Third Term to be marked by
the highest possible success, and the perpetuation of the peace
* which the United States desires above rJI else.

The Courier-Gazette yesterday
received two post card communi
cations from Waldoboro, bearing
only anonymous signatures, but
complaining that this paper had
[misrepresented the vote of Sharon.
| N. H., given as the first election
returns.
'A Reader" thought it was a
Democratic gain rather than Re
publican, and presented these
figures; 1936—Rep. 29, Dem. 3;
1940, Rep. 24, Dec. 7.
Had that been correct this paper
would certainly have been in error,
but our authority was the Associa
ted Press report which appeared in
the Lewiston Evening Journal and
other papers, and here is what that
said:
1932—Republican 11, Dem. 1; 1936,
Rep. 13. Dem. 3; 1940, Rep. 24, Dec.
7, showing a Republican gain of
11 over four years ago and a Demo
cratic gain of only 4.
The other post card signed "A
Democrat (third term)” said he
would like to see a correction on
page 1 of the next issue.
It is not possible to see how a
correction could be made in the
face of the foregoing figures, but
The
Courier-Gazette,
actuated
solely by a desire to give the latest
news, prints both sides heie.
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NATION ACCEPTS THIRD

“The Black Cat”

President Roosevelt’s Triumphant Return To White
House—Willkie Has Popular Vote of More Than
20,000,000—Republicans Gain In Senate, But
Lose In House of Representatives
By The Roving Reporter

With thousands of voting pre
cincts still unheard from, but with
only a few States still in doubt,
Franklin D Roosevelt won his third
successive triumph Tuesday, re
ceiving apparently 468 of the 531
votes which constitute the electoral

Senator Minton, Democrat, trailed
his Republican opponent, Raymond
E. Willis, or from the North Da
kota or Washington senatorial con
tests. Former Gov. William Langer,
Republican led his Independent and
Democratic opponents ln a see-saw

picked up their four new governor
ships.
In Kansas, Gov. Payne H. Ratner,
Republican, clung to a diminishing
lead, but surrendered it to his Dem
ocratic opponent William Burke.
A little more than 1000 votes sepa
rated them.
Minnesota's Harold E. Stassen,
keynote speaker at tlie Republican
National
Convention,
defeated
rijalmar Petersen. Farmer-Laborite,
and Ed Murphy, Democrat.

who won as the Republican nominee.
Joseph W. Martin of Massachu
setts, House Republican leader and
chairman of the Republican Na
tional Committee, retained his seat,
while Rep. Englebright of Califor
nia, the Republican whip, was un
opposed.
Victory for Forrest C. Donnell,
Republican gubernatorial candidate
in Missouri, cancelled a previous
gain of the Democrats and left the

Had Narrow Escape
Union Lad Shot In Face
While Engaged In
Target Practice
Charles Howe, Jr., 13, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Howe of Union
has returned from Knox Hospital
where he was a patient as result
of facial injuries sustained Saturday
while engaged in target practice
with two companions near the Fair
Orounds.
The wound was inflicted when the
gun of one of the boys, Vernon
Ames, was accidentally discharged.
The injured lad was assisted by the
other boy, Paul Jones, Jr., to the
home of John Kirkpatrick where
first aid was administered after
which he was taken to the hospi
tal.
The bullet remains lodged in his
face, having entered under his right
eye and traversed to the left cheek
A minor operation will be necessary
for the extraction of the missile.

In accordance with a proclama
tion just issued by Gov. Barrows
all local offices of the Maine State
Employment Service wil be closed
on Saturday Nov. 9, and Monday
Nov. 11, in observance of Armistice
Day.
KEEP IN MIND

Wendell L. Willkie, who made splendid fight in face of
overwhelming odds

O. E. S.

ANNUAL FAIR
FRIDAY, NOV. 8
Afternoon and Evening
I. O. O. F. HALL, SCHOOL ST.
Beano in the Evening

Franklin D. Roosevelt, re-elected President with 468
electoral votes

two parties at a standoff in 29 of
the 33 races for governors in Tues
day's election.
.
Of the four undecided States the
Republicans were laading in Mon
tana and Washington, while the
Democrats were slightly ahead ln
Kansas and Indiana.
I In their four upsets, the Demo; crats unseated four Republican
governors—Michigan's Luren DickI inson, 81-year-old foe of “high life;”
William H. Vanderbilt of Rhode
I Island; Raymond E. Baldwin of
Connecticut, and C. A. Bottolfsen
of Idaho.
In Illinois, Nebraska, Delaware
and Missouri, the Republicans

And ln Masachusetts, where Presi
dent Roosevelt piled up a substan
tial lead, Republican Gov. Leverett
Saltan stall nosed out his Democ
ratic opponent, Paul A. Dever.
In the pivotal state of Indiana,
where Wendell Willkie appeared to
have won the State's electoral votes,
Henry F. Schricker, the Democratic
gubernatorial candidate stayed out
in front of Glen R. Hillis, his Re
publican opponent, but the ballot
ing was close.
Adjoining Ohio rolled up a 150.003
lead for President Roosevelt, but
returned Bricker to office over
Martin L. Davey, former DemocraI tic governor.

college. The popular vote, thus far race in North Dakota, M. C. Wal’tabulated is in the ration of 24,- gren. Democrat, was ahead in Wash
000,000 to 20,000.000. Later results ington.
TURKEY-CHICKEN SHOOT may tighten the margin.
Harold H. Burton, Republican
ALL DAY SUNDAY. NOV. 10
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
With only 13 Congressional con
Starting at 9 o'clock
tests still undecided out of the 435 won over John McSweeney, Demo
MUSIC BY
WINSTON'S FARM
involved in the election the count crat, in the race for the seat held
SOUTH HOPE, ME. ON ROUTE 17
, by Senator McDonahey (D-Ohio)
stood:
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
Hunting Rifles and Shot Guns
who did not seek re-election.
Democrats.
262;
Republicans,
156;
134-135
Hugh A. Butler, Republican, de
DANCING 8.30 TO 12.00
Progressives, 3; American Labor
feated former Governor Robert Le
Party,
1.
CASH DOOR PRIZE
DANCE FAVORS
Tlie Democrats have the U. S. roy Cochran of Nebraska, who had
TURKEY-CHICKEN BEANO
Senate by a lopsided score, but the eliminated Senator Ed Burke in the
i Democratic primary.
Republicans gained three seats.
C. Wayland Brooks, the RepubliOPENS 7.00 O'CLOCK—NO ADMISSION TO BEANO ROOM
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Conclusive returns had not yet
133-135
I can nominee, nosed out Senator
Old and New Danres
been reported from Indiana, where
[ James M. Slattery, Democrat, in
WOODCOCK'S ORCHESTRA
I Illinois.
Admission 25c. 35c (tax included)
In Delaware, Senator John G.
The Ccurier-Gazette Want Ad* Work Wonder*
Knox County stood pat for the Republican ticket, with a total vote
Townsend. Jr. lost to James M.
Tunnell, Sr., the Democratic nomi closely paralleling that of 1936. South Thomaston reversed itself, giving
ODD FELLOWS HALL
a Republican majority of 35 instead of a Democratic victory of 24 whlcn
nee.
Friday Night, Nov. 8
Republicans boosted their nu was recorded four years ago.
AT 7J0 P. M.
merical strength through the victory
Rockland's Republican majority was 508, as compared with 744 in 1936.
Door Prize. Chicken Dinner
of Senator Henrik Shipstead, now
Free Specials
Camden, South Thomaston, Thomaston, and Vinalhaven were the
serving as a Farmer Labor member,
only Knox County towns which showed a net Republican gain, although
there was no material change in the other towns.
Here are the comparative figures:
1940
1936
Dem.
Rep.
Rep.
Dem.
.
64
59
131
...
106
Appleton
.........
—AT—
SEE—
624
649
1004
Camden ........... .... 1090
B. C.-B. U. Football Game
45
91
87
40
Cushing ...........
The Rodeo at Boston Garden
159
186
115
Friendship ...... .... 172
73
125
58
123
Hope
...................
Round Trip From ROCKLAND
Hit Shows at the Theatres
14
9
32
Isle au Haut.....
33
In Coaches
Dinner
served
from
6
to
8
P.
M.
Armistice Day Parade
12
42
17
28
Matinicus .........
46
196
50
Adults 50c; Children 25c
193
North Haven ... ....
Children under 12, Half Fare
Visit Friends
81
136
102
153
Owl’s Head ..... ....
For the Benefit of the Finnish Relief
1322
2066
1471
Rockland ............. 1979
134-lt
208
279
342
355
Rockport .............
An Excursion Priced So Cheaply
107
83
82
117
So. Thomaston ....
You Can’t Afford to MISS It
280
351
238
317
St. George ......
GO on any Train (except of course the
338
480
365
519
Thomaston ..... ....
RETURN any train (Flying Yankee
70
352
96
343
Union .............. ....
Streamlined Flying Yankee) SATUR
315
379
221
370
included) on or before TUESDAY,
Vinalhaven ..... ....
DAY, SUNDAY, or MONDAY, Novem
308
132
153
401
Warren .................
NOVEMBER 12.
84
125
96
....
Ill
ber 9, 10 or 11.
Washington

ARMISTICE NIGHT, MON., NOV. 11

Dance Saturday Night

KNOX COUNTY’S VOTE

BENEFIT BEANO

HERE’S A GOOD TIME!!
Go To Boston Over Armistice Day

Only $5.50

PUBLIC CHICKEN DINNER
MASONIC HALL, UNION
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9

BIG RADIO COWBOY JAMBOREE
TONY, JUANITA AND BUDDY

YES—These tickets are good in air-conditioned coaches on the Kennebec Limited
Pine Tree Limited; The Gull and other trains.

PLAN NOW TO GO

Total ...........

Only $5.20 Round Trip From Augusta.

MAINE CENTRAL
»•

6464

4139

6528

AL. RAWLEY’S WILD AZALEAS

JERRY AND SKY, the Lonesome Trailers

Only $4.95 Round Trip From Newcastle.

RAILROAD

In American Folk Songs
New England’s No. 1 llill-billy Band
Plus

Only $4.45 Round Trip From Bath.

A newspaper Item says there were
50 milllonnaires in the United States
tn 1938. I had a vague Idea there
were more, but a very definite idea
as to who was not on the list.

Tlie Courier-Gazette made no at
tempt to broadcast the election re
turns Tuesday night for the obvious
reason that there is a radio set in
almost every home, and virtually
everybody was home listening. A
mild interest was evinced ln tho
Knox County returns, which were
complete in this office at 9 p. m.,
with the exception of Isle au Haut.
Once more, and for the last time in
two years Tlie Courier-Gazette ex
presses its deep gratitude to the vol
unteer tabulators ln tills office and
to Its loyal friends in the various
towns.
I was much pleased Tuesday
with the receipt of the following
letter from Newell W. Eugley of
Warren:
"I enjoy the Black Cat column
so much. It is one of the very first
things I read. In Thursday's issue
of tlie good old Courier-Gazette
I enjoyed the write-up and picture
of The Lonely Mansion on Appleton Ridge,' for when I was a young
man I was employed by the late
Capt. Gleason Young who had a
coal and lumber yard here at that
time as teamster. Mr. Young sup
plied the lumber for the mansion
and I hauled It there with fourhorse team. Those were the good
old days, gone forever. How I did
enjoy watching them build the man
sion on Appleton Ridge. I have
visited it often in late years, so now
you can see why the write-up wa*
of so much Interest to me. Long
live the Black Cat.

GOOD CHEER SEWING CIRCLE

ARMISTICE
BALL

THREE CENTS A COPT

FOOTBALL
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9

300 SOUVENIRS TO THE FIRST 300 ATTENDING 4.00 P. M.
MATINEE

AT COMMUNITY PARK, ROCKLAND

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8
Matinee 4.00 o’clock. Evening 8.00 o’clock
PRICES: 10c, 25c, plus Tax; 20c, 40c, tax included

vs.

WESTBROOK HIGH SCHOOL
133-134

Game called at 1.30

Hitchhiking is practiced pretty
steadily in some of the towns here
abouts. but lt remained for Wal
doboro to furnish a hltchhlknlg
kitten, or stowaway if you please.
When the bus for Portland reached
Bath the other day a handsome
kitten walked calmly down the aisle,
and somebody remembered having
seen her playing about the bus in
Waldoboro. The little pet is being
kept at a Bath drug store until
called for.

A friend ln 8pruce Head writes:
“I noticed a reference to a fivegeneration group in Saturday's
Black Cat column. May I call your
attention to an unusual five-gener
ation group, as they all have the
same surname, and arc all in the
father-to-son line. This group ls
headed by Charles Snowdeal, South
Thomaston, aged 90; his son, Leroy
Snowdeal of Camden, aged 65; his
grandson. Lester Snowdeal of Vinal
haven aged 41; his great-grandson,
Everett Snowdeal of Camden aged
21; and his great-great-grand9on,
Raymond Snowdeal aged 2.
My long-time friend, State Libra
rian Oliver L. Hall, writes:
"We have an inquiry from a lady
who wishes to know if we can give
her the name of anybody who breeds
Maine coon cats. As I understand
it, the Maine coon cats are a dis
tinct breed, having two more verte
brae than the Vermont or New
Hampshire species. They are also
supposed to have extra long hind
legs, which I imagine enables them
to cover the ground more rapidly.
If you do not know of anybody, per
haps you would be willing to take
the "honorary chairmanship of a
club that will promote the Maine
Coon Cat.” I am assured by my
correspondent that the duties of the
position will entail no work, nor ex
pense. I didn't know but the Ranlett coon cat business, which I knew
of years ago, had been perpetuated.”
The Black Cat will be interested
to hear from any coon cat promoter.
George H. Williams of South Main
street tells me of a quart dry
measure with handle, belonging to
a Mrs. Burke, who is 84 years of
age, and which was used by her
father, making the age of the meas
ure probably more than 100 years.

A handsome paper weight em
blematical of International Lions,
to which I belong now graces my
desk, the gift of Walter W. Morse
3022 of Portland, vice president of the
Federal Life and Casualty Com
pany, who began hts conspicuously
successful insurance career in this
city With the gift was this note:
"Just a little reminder of a highly
prized friendship extending down
the pathway of experience."

One year ago: Mr. and Mrs. Ern
est C. Davis celebrated their golden
wedding anniversary.—The Black
Raiders (Winslow High) defeated
j Rockland High 20 to 7.—Roy Mack,
64, died in Waldoboro.—Mre. James
j E. Kinney, 75. died in 8t. George.—
, Mrs. William A. Griffin, 79, died at
her home on Berkeley street.

Every-Other-Day
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Paqe Two

The Courier-Gazette Rockland Lions
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

A man is not justified by the
works of the law. but by the faith
of Jesus Christ.—Oalatians 2: 16.

Learn About Red Cross
Work and Coming RollCall From Capt. Rice

Came From Behind

PLANS FOR ARMISTICE DAY

And What Rockland Bowl
ers Did To Waldoboro
Was a Caution

Saturday night the Rockland
A thumbnail sketch of the Ameri
! Bowling team, composed of Frank
can Red Cross—Its foundation,
i McKinney as leadoff man and
(By K. S. F.)
j Rackliff as anchor man, defeated
accomplishments and purposes—
i Waldoboro by the enormous total
was presented before the Rockland
of 303 pins. No disgrace for the
The Gay Poet, the storj’ of Eugene Lions Club yesterday by Capt.
boys from dear old Waldoboro, due
Field, by Jeannette C. Nolan, with Keryn ap Rice. U. S. A. (retired)
' to the fact the Rockland team was (
Illustrations by Robert S. Robinson.
i clipping them, like a barber with '
"In every American home there w ill be prayer on Monday. Armis
Publishers. Julian Messner, Ine who is the present chairman of
the seven years’ itch,
ihe Knox County Chapter.
tice Day. In every American heart there Ls gratitude for peace—and
New York.
j On the very first string, the Wal- j
Among his Interested listeners
a great American Institution joins in presenting this solemn pledge
Most of us hark back to chil'- were four visiting Lions—Dr. Cars
1 doboro team took a commanding
—Peace—ours to cherish and uphold.”
hood for flrst knowledge c," r'r well. Dr. Hutchins and Rev. Wil
lead of an even 50 pins, enough to 1
holding influence of Eugene Fie’,
' win any match, but Rockland was I
liam E. Berger of the Camdenpoetry and delightful Jokes e .' Rockport Club and Judge Oscar
not to be denied. The second ,
quips. For half a century t. ? H. Emery pest president of the
string found the Rockland Rockets |
people of America have read and Mt Desert Club of Bar Harbor,
plugging away and with the help of
loved “Little Boy Blue," “Wynken, Jin.1 n v < Id cf his experience
McKinney's 116. and Rackliff's 124,
Blynken and Nod," “The Sugar in a Joint t’, a e before the Bapthey shot back into the lead, win
Plum Tree," “Rock-a-Bye Lady.'' tist Men s legus.
ning by 62 pins and slipped out
and a host of other charming
front by 12 pins. Frem there on the
Rev. Mr. Ferger and Rev. Ernest
poems from the pon of Eugene O. Kenyon back from their West
boys from Rockland really ran
Now On
Op
Austin P. Brewer, chairman of the Col. Ralph W. Brown, who will be away with the game, winning the j
Field.
—Copy Lv
Bff WOMAN'S DAY MAGAZINE Sale
ern trip, were pressed for speeches,
parade
committee
grand
marshal
The author has done a veiy fine bu, arp evidently being lined up
third string by an even 70 pins. In 1
narrative form in story of this' for more extended talks later.
the fourth string, believe it or not, I
| Plans for the Armistice Day pa- j
SECOND DIVISION
poet's life, and in an untiring man
they won by 132 and the fifth and
The Presidential election was rade have been completed. The Le- , Sons of American Legion Drum
ner has given the colorful enter discussed informally at the tables gion is fortunate to again have the
WHOLE OR RIB HALF
last was also a walkaway, by 391
Corps
taining swift-moving life sketch of and a certain Lion at the “Rough- services of Col. Ralph W. Brown
pins.
Home Defense Corps
Saturday night It would have I
this attractive unpredictable youth, nick Table" did not appear to be as grand marshal, and with him,
Conscripts of America
GENUINE SPRING
whose imagination worked swilter at all displeased.
will be Austin P Brewer as chief ■ Boy and Girl Scouts of America taken a very good team of bcwlers
than his nimble gayety could con
to come anywhere near Rockland
Speaking of his selection as of staff, Capt. Chester Slader as'
School Pupils
quer, and whose whimsical eccen chairman of the Knox County- adjutant. Past Commander Hector
One look at thelr totals will prove I
Fire Department
tric mind, always alert for fun and Chapter Capt. Rice said: "The G. Staples and Capt Harrison P
my point. When you have a man
The
parade
will
form
a;
cc~r»cr
almost never for book knowledge more I have worked with the MacAlman as aides and Michael I
called Rackliff at anchor, who hits
FRESH NATIVE-21:-6 LBS AVG
of Limerock and Union streets, and
until late in life.
Chapter and the more I have Ristaino as chief bugler. In the i will march as follows: Over Union 572 and a fourth man, Dudley,
For Broiling, Frying or Roasting IB
A problem to his instructors, a learned about what lt stands for procession will be the following
clipping 555. a leadoff man McKin
to
Park,
down
Park
to
Main,
up
Joy to his friends, and a plague the more I am convinced of Hs j organizations:
ney with 530, you have something
Main to North Main, up North Main to think about, when and lf, you
to those whom he did not relish. value."
FRESH -5-6 LBS AVG
FIRST DIVISION
to 'Walter H. Butler Square, down lay down your cocoaiiuts Mitchell
Born in St. Louis, reared because
The United States became a
Rockland
City
Band
Broadway
to
Chestnut,
down
Chest

of his mother's death when he was party to the Red Cross movement
also hit 504 and Roy Hobbs was low
SUNNYFIELD
Arc
American Legion Police Patrol
nut to North Main, down North man with 486. This very fine roll
a youth of 10 years, in New Eng in 1882. It is a semi-official or
Whole or Either HaH LB
American Legion and Units
Main to Main, down Main to Lime ing by Rockland, gave them a total
land. Student at William Knox ganization financed by voluntary
Veterans of Foreign Wars and Units rock and there disband.
College and University of Missouri. contributions.
of 2647 or 147 pins over the even
There are 3721 Spanish War Veterans and Auxiliary
LAMB FORES IF DESIRCO1
Stops will be made for brief cere one hundred per man mark, an av
He was a fine mixture of East and chapters with 658 branches, haring
Cars for Winslow and Holbrook
monies at Walter H. Butler Square, erage of 105 22-25.
West never over strong physically, more than 7.000.COO adult members
SM. SHOULDERS 68
families
Schofield-White Park and Win,but always over energetic for and more than 8.000.000 junior
On the Waldoboro side of the pic
WAMQ WHOLESUNNYFIELD
Cars for Schofield and White
low-Holbrook
Square.
n/AlVlO
OR SHANK HALF
ture, Crowell hit 520 and Fitch 504.
pranks and play. Dreamer, consort members.
families
Austin P Brewer is chairman of with R. Benner. Colwell and Genth
of fairies and singer of sweet lul
TlIRkPVQ FRESH northwestern
In the raising of funds some Cars for the Walter H Butler family the parade committee.
lUnnKld
8 TO 12 LO AVG
labies that won the hearts of both fears have been expressed byner away down on totals. Colwell
WHOLE OR
young and old.
was
low
for
the
night,
getting
only
donors that the money might find
FRESH HAMS SHANK
HALF
428 Rackliff was high single with
The author. Jeannette Covert its way into the hands of the cen
134 and also total 572. Dudley had
Nolan, strikes a clear note of sym tral powers, but the speaker said
FANCY
pathetic understanding of Eugene he had the assurance from Norman State
Roosevelt
Willkie a 129. Rackliff a 124 and McKinney
a 120. which goes to show the Rock
Field in her story of his life and ! H. Davis in Washington that it
Smelts 2
YOUR CHOICE OF
179,589
27,651 ets are some fireworks, even though
EXTRA HEAVY
successes that were filled with was "utterly impossible" for such Alabama
PORTERHOUSE,
Arizona
37,392 the Fourth of July ls far away
67,601
problems, because of his improvi | a thing to happen.
Sm. Fillets
SIRLOIN,
dent nature. Eugene Field was
24 9631
of the losers had a string of
99,856
It was found that the Axis Arkansas
Fish Sticks 7u*rH 2
BOTTOM ROUND
a friend to all the literary lights of Powers did not desire to co-operate
i 123 alsoCalifornia ....................
1,725,028
1,233,323 i captain Rackliff and manager
or N. Y. SIRLOIN
his time in this country and abroad. with the organization—declaring
Halibut fancy sliced
212,435 1 McKinney were all smiles at the
...........
198,675
In this writer's home is a char that they could "take care of then- Colorado ......................
Oysters FOR STEWING
acteristic autograph letter written own."
361 869 finlsh an<1 declare lt was a lucky
Connecticut .................
...........
417,858
fiq'flKQ nlght- Gaze at these totals fans
by the poet in 1878 to Mr. Fuller
gOKMIfflM
Reference was made to the an Delaware ......................
...........
74,387
bo,009 I an(j jUC(ge for yourselves as to what
who was a close friend of Mr nual roll call which wil! begin on
Florida
.........................
............
331,754
119,040
luck
means.
A
return
match
at
|
Ftelds. and the photograph with Armistice Day. Knox County has 10
41 4 8 2 ! Waldoboro next week is in the book
which the letter is framed gives branches. Its three main objects Georgia .........................
...........
240,734
j and the boys from that section de
one little idea of his jubilant na —disaster relief (with the prospect Idaho
............................
...........
109,350
90,421 clare the tables will be turned.
ture.
that an influenza epidemic may- Illinois ............................
2,129,727
All hands who witnessed the j
2,035,957
The poet was an inveterate col spread here from England); visit
lector. and bottles were on* of his ing periodically the families of Indiana .
884,557 match, were asking about Mr
860,472
Smith, who is some bowler and hails
hobbies; this writer has one of men serving in the army; and vol Iowa ...
622,737 from Waldoboro. Maybe he will be
572,655
his collection, a Voodoo face and untary service in knitting and pre
2,348,974
465,599 I in action next week, over there 7 * ?
head forming the bottle that Eu paring articles for shipment to Kansas
Kentucky
gene Field got down among the other countries.
346,928
233,498 Until then McKinney says, hold
the fort.
West Indies tribes and gave to a
Louisiana
173,845
28,670
The score:
friend of mine who gave it to me.
The curtain will be rung down
154,774
163,923 Waldoboro
Read this book and have a real on local football Saturday when Maine . .
Maryland
364,168
treat of other days.
250,362 R. Benner, 98 94 83 78 96—449
Rockland High meets Westbrook
Fitch,
123 102 106 89 84—504
1,052,678
916,411 Colwell.
High at Community Park. Game Massachusetts ...........
78 86 93 78 93—428
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette called at 1.30.
Michigan ...........
982,681 Crowell.
984,877
116 100 89 106 109—520
Minnesota . . ..
539,152
505,453 Oenthner, 86 89 98 82 88—443

Book Review

I

YOUR FOOD EXPENSES!

A. & P. FOOD STORES WILL BE CLOSED

ALL DAY MONDAY, ARMiSTiCE DAY,

NOVEMBER 11TH

PORK L03KS
LAMB LEGS
FRESH SHOULDERS ,»Xvc •
CHICKENS
NATIVE FOWL
4.0
COOKED HAMS

POPULAR VOTE FOR PRESIDENT

LB 13=
15=
lb 19=
lb 29=
La 19=
t-

25=

19=
27=
lb 25=
25=

lbs

PT

«***i’^“

NOTICE TO GARAGES AND FILLING

STATIONS
For Your Convenience—As Last Year—

ZERONE
May be obtained at the

Waldoboro Garage Co. Station, Rockland
R. I. MITCHELL, INC., Auburn, Me.
134-136

Mississippi
Missouri ...........
Montana ...........
Nebraska
. . . .
Nevada ..............
New Hampshire
New Jersey „..............
New Mexico.................
New York......................
North Carolina...........
North Dakota..............
Ohio
..............................
Oklahoma ....................
Oregon
.........................
Pennsylvania ..............
Rhode Island ..............
South Carolina...........
South Dakota..............
Tennessee ....................
Texas ............................
Utah ..............................
Vermont ......................
Virginia .........................
Washington .................
West Virginia..............
Wisconsin ....................
Wyoming ......................

95,882
946,125
109,130
256,761
31,567
125,625
1,013,147
85,367
3,262,273
574,924
101,215
1,671,695
468,316
159,986
2,168,693
181,881
82,368
87,495
323,710
546,355
142,009
64,244
236,512
228,749
475,157
693,017
58,262

109,992
946,340
62,770
3,029,180
182,702
125,698
1,521,454
342,587
146,143
1,884,847
138,432
4,131
121,644
150,531
128,379
85,928
78,335
109,682
151,957
355,459
672,343
51,998

Totals....................

25,163,547

20,999,249}

UNION
Xazarenp Church Notes
The pastor delivered a holiness
message Sunday on the subject
"The Gift of the Holy Ghost." At
j the close cf the Bible School les
son study, candles were lighted in
honor of the birthday of William
Palmer, and the birthday bank re
ceived the money for foreign Mis
sions. This being Missionary Sun
day a letter from Mrs. J. Willis
• Sure you’re interested when we say, “Here’s a truck
Anderson, at one time the pastor
that will lop off dollars of expense for you.” Naturally,
of the Union Church, and now a
you want to know why . . . and how! Well —why not
missionary in India, was read by
come in and get the WHOLE money-saving story of
Hester Cargill.
Worship Sunday will be at 10
these high quality, dependable “Job-Rated” trucks at
o'clock; Bible School, 11.15; N. Y.
first hand? There's no obligation — come in today!
P. S.. 6 o'clock; and the evening
Ask About Attractive
I service at 7. The lesson study in
I the Bible School will be on “The
New Two-Tone Color Combinations
Golden Rule." The aim of this
lesson is "To learn to live peace
Wt A GOOD DEAL
DEPEND ON DODGE
ably with all men in Christian
ON ANY TRUCK—
’ Brotherhood.”
The N. Y. P. S. subject for Sun
NIW OR Ujfo
day night is "Timothy, the young
kl-MJJTOM CAPACITIES
112 STANDARD CHASSIS ANO BODY MODELS ON 18 WHEEtBASES
j man who used his opportunity,” by
Thcriece Bragg. The song service
-T?a&et MfANS A TKUC/C THAT FITS YOUft JOB
will be in charge of Robert Cun
ningham.
The Sunday Schools and Young
Peoples Societies from the Maine
TELEPHONE 124 Churches of the Nazarene, will
ROCKLAND, ME.
FARE STREET,
1 meet in Auburn, Nov. 11, for an

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.

4,510
501 471 469 433
856,531 Rockland
73,379 McKinney 91 116 92 120
86 96 105 95
341,863 R. Hobbs.
. R. Mitchell, 86 87 111 107
20,946 Dudley,
Rackliff,

470-2344

111—530
104—486
113—504
100 110 97 129 119—555
88 124 134 114 112—572
451 533 539 565 559-2647
S. A. R.

Biiiiiii;inwimHiWi'i':iiBiiiinTOiwn.w!inu’NMiwira

NOW AT YOUR
A&P BAKED GOODS
DEPARTMENT

At the meeting of the Maine
Municipal Officers' Association held
Oct. 29. in Augusta the tax collec
tors voted to form a tax collector's
legislative committee and this has
now been accomplished with Carl
O Nelson a member. Alfred J. LaCasse of Augusta is chairman.
This committee will work with the
legislative group ot the association.

BIG GIRLS’

j

-------------------- :
all-day Rally. Among the special,
features is the music by the Gandy '
Evangelistic Party from the West I
Coast. Mr. Gandy is also a fine ’
artist and will give several of his I
drawings. Prof. R. J. Dixon of j
Eastern Nazarene College, will be j
one of the special speakers Sev- |
eral from this church are planning ’
to attend.
Prayer meeting tonight at 7.30. 1

SPORT OXFORDS
Waterproof
Brown and Tan
Cork Combination Sole
AU Sizes. 3 to 9

DIITTCD
DU I I En

silverbrook-a top
grade quality

SUNNYFIELD BUTTER

CAMPBELL’S
Guest Size Cake 4c
IVORY SOAP Med. Size Cake Sc
PURE LARD SUNNYFIELD
VEGETABLE SHORTENING
NUTLEY Try Our Nutley For Frying

CHILDREN'S

,s

2

67‘
71"

(10'iOZ f)/)C
CANS

ZZ
LARGE OCC
BARS
LBS

IVORY SNOW
IVORY FLAKES
SPRY
A&P RAISINS
2
A&P APRICOTS
SULTANA FRUIT COCKTAIL
ARMOUR’S SPICED HAM
UlilllillldlllUBIIIID
OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY SAUCE
A&P PINEAPPLE
IONA TOMATO JUICE
2
DATED DONUTS
SULTANA
RED
SALMON
JANE
4 rie
PARKER DOZ I Z
FANCY SHRIMP
Plain, Sugared or Cinnamon
HAMPTON SODA CRACKERS
NBC RITZ CRACKERS
OVALTINE
EVAPORATED MILK
jiiiiiiifliiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitng
Raleigh uigareties
13=
WHITE A14HOZ
HOUSE •> CANS 27'
Maltex Cereal
^21=
Soapine
can 19=
SPOTLITE VALUE
Cando
silver Polish
18=
PEANUT BUTTER
20 =
Woodbury’s *CIAL
quickly discover the econ
ANN 1 LB « «C
qiI t
omy oi the Thrifty }} Ann
PAGE JAR 14
1 “c
Wax Paper
Page Foods. They're flavor
2
AYf treats
too! A&P both makes
NectarTea Balls
and sells them, thus elim
inates many usual in-beGrape Jelly page 2’*5119®
ween expenses from their
fin VA Th - new 1007® pure hydrocost. Tonight, try delicious
UwAU genated veg shortening
Ann Page Honey 8ja°rZ 10=
29=C |
Sweet Cider
jug Z9
ann page
Walnuts
Dates
SEEDLESS

SEEDED

$2.00

\'t LB PRINTS

TOMATO
SOUP

J

SLICED or CRUSHED

SCHOOL SHOES

$1.25, $1.00
AU Sizes

R. E. Nutt Shoe Store
436 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME
The Little Store with the
Blue Front

PLAIN or CHOCOLATE

^CAN**

PKG

PKG

LGE.
CAN

RALPH P. CONANT

434 MAIN STREET,

CLOTHIER

FOR BOYS—
i

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FOR MEN—

JACKETS
$2.95 to $4.25
MACKINAWS
$5.00 Vo $7.50
HEAVY RED AND BLACK
FLANNEL SHIRTS
$2.95
LACE LEG PANTS
$1.98

HUNTING COATS AND
JACKETS
$4.50 to $9.93
MACKINAWS
$7.95 to $9.95
LACE LEG PANTS
$1.95 to $5.50
ALL WOOL SHIRTS, PLAIDS
$3.75

Job lot of COATS, 6 to 9, were $5.00

Your Choice $1.98
CARTER'S WORK CLOTHES

|

JAR

SOAP

ScAKE

125 FT.
ROLLS C

PKG OF
30 BALLS i I

%lG

BULK

DROMEDARY
PITTED

SPAM

A HORMEL
PRODUCT

2 CANS 4V

BEEF STEW
A
Z
27=

DINTY
MOORE

1) ( LB
CANS

NOODLES
2

5 OZ
PKGS

9=

Prepared Spaghetti
nrr
ZU
ANN
PAGE

15’«OZ
CANS

lHlllllHIIIIIIIIHIIIIlHlIlllllilllllllllllllllli
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN The Vote In Rockland
The Democrats carried only two
wards—Five and Six—but the con
test was close in Wards Five and
Seven. The figures:
Willkie
Roosevelt
Ward 1
230
153
Ward 2
201
134
Nov. 8—Appleton- One-act play con Ward 3
554
236
test at Riverside hall
278
201
Nov. 9 Limerock Valley Pomona Ward 4
meets with St. George Grange.
Ward Tf
245
273
Nov.
Union Finnish Relief bene
Ward 6
264
311
fit at Masonic hall
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Ward 7
157
133
Nov. 11—National Roll-Call of Red
Cross begins.
Nov. 12—Red Cross mass meeting at
8 p. m at High School auditorium
Nov. 12 — Rockport — Garden Club
meets with Mrs. Viola Spear
Nov. 14 — Warren — Congregational
fair at chapel.
Nov 18 Warren—Entertainment hy
Community Players at Town Hall;
benefit Finnish Relief.
Nov 19—Thomaston—Third District
Council, American Legion Auxiliary
meets at Methodist vestry.
Nov. 21-Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 21—Oamden Outing Club ban
quet at Masonic hall
Nov. 28-27 Rockport—Senior class
play "Uncle Tom's Cabin",at Town

Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Dav ln Maine
Nov 28 Jimmie and Dick's new
Radio Show at Community Building.
Dec.
5-8—Rockland High School
senior class plav "Foot-Looae."
Dec 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets
with Evening Star Grange. Washing
ton.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

J. A. MacDonald of the Sonotone
Maine Co., will be at the Hotel
Rockland next Wednesday.

1979

Total

AGREE ON FOOD STAMP PLAN

1471

Lincoln County Vote
Wlllkie
Aina
118
Boothbay
469
Boothbay Harbor 8?1
Bremen
73
Bristol
«2
Damariscotta
474
Dresden
123
Edgecomb
146
Jefferson
266
Monhegan
60
Newcastle
347
Nobleboro
233
Somerville
41
South Bristol
256
Southport
181
Waldoboro
555
Westport
49
Whitefield
210
Wiscasset
380

Roosevelt
37
133
310
97
140
103
120
73
126
28
145
122
19
54
<9
380
52
148
254

More Talk of the Town on Page 4.

The Thomaston woman's team
beat the H. P. Cummings team of
Manager John W. Trott of the
Employment Service states that Massachusetts at the Star .Alleys
Wednesday night, with the help
vatnpers and stitchers are wanted
of "Pop” and O. K'd by Oeorge. The
for the Belfast shoe factory.
women beat them by 12 pins. An
There has been a cash gain in other game will be rolled next
Carlton bridge receipts of $1,786 Tuesday night at the Star Alleys,
from January to October, inclusive, if the "Smiling Boss Brick Lgyer”
this year. For the first 10 months can find his trowel.
in 1940 they totaled $169,836 and
BORN
for the same period in 1939 they
snow—Wollaston. Mass.. Nov. 2, to
amounted to $168,049. There was
Mr. and Mrs Hugh B Snow, a son—
a very substantial gain for October Hugh Bain Snow. Jr.
of the present year amounting to
MARRIED
$874 more than for the same period
Oxlon-Young At Rockland Nov 5.
in 1939.
Letters from Representative Wil
liam T. Smith, who has been a pa
tient ln the (New England Deacon
ess Hospital. Boston, are of a most
encouraging nature, a second minor
operation having paved the way
for his recovery. Ho expects to
remain a patient at the hospital
until the middle or latter part of
next month. Mrs. Smith and their
son are staying in Boston so as to
be with him while he ls In the
hospital.
Rummage Sale at Methodist
vestry Saturday at 9.30 o’clock —ad.
Benefit beano. LOOP, hall Fri
day. 7.30. Chicken, door prize, free
specials, three cards; 25c. 133-134

Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf

Sidney Melvin Oxton. Jr., of Rockland
and Rita Margaret Young of Camden
—By Rev J. Charles MacDonald
Beal-Benson -At Tremont Nov 3.
Elmer Beal of Manset and Miss Pru
dence Benson of Bernard. -By Mre.
Alice Smith
•

DIED
Schultz At Chicago. Ill., Nov. S.
Mrs Arden E Shultz, formerly Jessie
Wallace of Friendship aged 42 years
Funeral Friday Nov 8 In Chicago
Holmes At Rockport. Nov. T. Mil
dred Holmes, wife of Clark W Holmes
Funeral Sunday at 2 p m Interment
ln Amesbury Hill cemetery
Smalley At Worcester. Mass.. Nov.
2 John A. Smalley, formerly of St.
George, aged 51 years. 6 months. 13
days
Burial In 8outh Parish ceme
tery. at St. George
Rice At Thomaston. Nov 8. Abbie
F. Rice, aged 87 years., 5 days Fu
neral Friday at 2 o'clock from the
Thomaston Baptist Church. Inter
ment ln Village cemetery
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sincere
thanks and appreciation for the beau
tiful Bowers and many acts of kind
ness during our recent bereavement
Especially to the neighbors, employes
of the Federal Building. Dr. Scarlott
and the Russell family
Mr and Mrs Albert K. Orant and
family.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Purs; Burdell's Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
CARD OF THANKS
on hand. New merchandise coming
Wp wish to thank our friends and
relatives
for
thelr kindness during our
in every day at moderate prices.
recent bereavement, also for the use
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, of
cars and the beautiful Bowers
Mrs Clara Hart. Mr and Mrs Forest
School street, Rockland.
107-tf
Teel. Mr. and Mrs Lewis Hart.

HEAR BETTER
SONOTONE
WITH

(Sec adv. in Nov. 4 Life)
Come in for a Free
Audiometer Test
Of Your Hearing

NEW
HOTEL ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 13
10.00 A. M. TILL 8.00 P. M.

HOWARD W. BEALE
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE
Local Consultant
134-lt

•

It may be that nobody loves a
fat man but it is certain that every
body loves gold flsh. H. H. Crie
Co. are offering a remarkable
deal at 25 cents for two gold flsh.
a crystal modernistic bowl, special
colored jewels, marine grass and
fish food. AU for 25 cents. First
come first served. Phone 205 if
you wish a bowl, fish. etc. reserved,
—adv.*

Don't forget the benefit beano in
the Odd Fellows hall tomorrow
night.
»

Misses' reversible coats—tweeds,
twills, corduroys—sizes 10 to 20.
just 15 of them, $13.75 to $16.75
values. Special for Friday and Sat
urday $10 at Mansfield's.—adv.

BINGO
/PEAR HALL, FRIDAV NITE. 7.30
Free Chicken Dinner: Merchandise
Valne $3 Three Big Surprise Pkgs.
134*lt

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

5M

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

Announcement that the Federal
Government's Food Stamp Plan
for distributing surplus agricul
tural commodities to families re
ceiving public assistance has been
extended to the City of Rockland
was made yesterday by Mayor E.
R. Veazie. who stated that he had
Just received word from Washing
ton. D. C., that Secretary of Agri
culture Claude R. Wlckard had
designated Rocklar.d as a Stamp
Plan area.
It is estimated that 567 needy
families, representing 1933 individ
uals. are eligible to benefit under
the Plan. Stamps will be accepted
in exchange for food in any of
the City's 52 retail food stores pro
viding merchants file "Retailer’s
Statement” forms with the Surplus
Marketing Administration stating
they will abide by the regulations
governing the Plan.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY’
TEL. W ALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

THURS.-FRI., NOV. 7-8
ANN SOTHERN, IAN HUNTER
ROLAND YOUNG
~
in
The comedy of errors

“DULCY”
with
Reginald Gardiner. Billie Burke
Guinn (Big Boy) Williams
Also March of Time No. 1
"On Foreign Newsfronts"

SATURDAY' ONLY. NOV. 9
HUGH HERBERT
Dennis O'Keefe, Constance Moore
and Joe E. Brown, Jr.
in

Selection of Rockland for Stamp
Plan operation, was recommended
by Regional Director Kris P. Bemis,
head of the S.M.A. in the North
eastern States, who reported full
co-operation from State and local
officers, welfare officials, business
and banking representatives and
others concerned with the admin
istration of the Program.
The Stamp Plan enables eligible
families to buy more food by in' creasing the purchasing power ap
proximately 50 percent through
I the issuance of free surplus food
order stamps. Two types of food
order stamps, orange and blue, wUI
be made available. Both types of
stamps are worth 25 cents each.
For every two orange stamps pur
chased. the family is given free
one blue surplus stamp. In other
words, free blue stamps will be Is
sued ln the ratio of 50 cents for
each $1 worth of orange stamps
1 purchased. In all cases, the orange
j stamp purchase requirements are
■ in accordance with the present
. family expenditures for food.
The purpose of the orange stamps
i is to guarantee continuance of the
! family's regular food purchases
and may be used to purchase any
) food for human consumption which
is’not normally eaten on the store
premises. The regulations prohibit
the purchase with food stamps of
alcoholic beverages or tobacco in
any form.
The free blue stamps can be
spent only to obtain specially
(Continued on Page Six)

THE WAY WE
IN NEW ENGLAND
BRICK OVEN

i

BAKuD I

&

also
CHARLES STARRETT
and The Sons of the Pioneers
m

“WEST OF ABILENE”

POCKET HONEYCOMB

TRIPE,

Sift

MYRNA LOY'
MELVYN DOUGLAS
RAYMOND WALBURN
Donald Meek, Bonita Granville
in

“Third Finger Left Hand”

/•

ARMISTICE

HOME MADE

SAUSAGE,

29c

PURE .APPLE

ZOC

lb

TOP ROUND

lb

STEAK,

NATIVE CRANBERRIES.............. 2 qts 25c
NATIVE McINTOSH APPLES
6 lbs 19c
ONIONS............................. 101b bag 21c
ORANGES—Fancy California........ doz 25o

BONELESS

CIDER

33c

Rump Steak, lb

City

9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

Day.

Monday,

in

observance of

GALLON JUG

29/

CLAMS

lb 35c

ARMOUR'S STAR

FRESH OPENED

PINT

—ONLY WHILE THEY LAST

QXW

FRESH KILLED—FROM NEARBY FARMS

Ib/VC

BACON,

CHICKENS
FISH BITS, 3 Ibs29C

UI.

—ONLY WHILE THEY LAST

COUNTRY

ROLL

2 . 67 /
2 ,. 17/
5 ™ 59/
1 O LAS. SO /
las

la

190 LBS.

$4.95

CIGARETTE CASE
Exclusively yours with the
purchase of four 5< pack
ages or two 10< packages of

HQ /»
V

Armistice

Jewel or Tex Shortening 3™ 37c
Nut Wine Loaf
’2.,,«25c
DOUGHNUTS
2 29/
16/
KRISPIE CRACKERS
DOZ,

LB.
BOX

A MARJORIE MILES FEATURE

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR CRACKER

RITZ

PKG.

19/

Step into either of our Markets and Try a Sample

FREE
DISH-MOP WORTH 25c
WITH

LUX TOILET SOAP................. 3 cakes
LIFEBUOY SOAP................... 3 cakes
RED CROSS TOWELS............... 3 rolls
MALTEX CEREAL....................... pkg

17c
17c
25c
21c

x-o

THE AMAZING NEW
3-WAY CLEANER

37( VALUE FOR 12(

3 tins
18 oz tin
6 oz tin
2 tins

SOMETHING NEW

2„“,25/

134-135

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W
133-134

:: BEANO ■ ■

A CRYSTAL

HURRICANE LAMP
FOR ONLY le WITH PURCHASE

AT THE ELKS HOME

SOFTASILK
CAKE FLOUR
Pkg. 21c

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8
AND EVERY FRIDAY THEREAFTER
7.45 O'CLOCK

20 GAMES FOR 20c

A chance to spend an enjoyable and a profitable
evening. Suitable and very attractive prizes.

«

The Public Is Cordially Invited To These Parties!

134-lt

A VERY POPULAR GIFT
GET YOURS NOW!

•j

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP
NONE-SUCH MINCEMEAT
HORMEL BONELESS CHICKEN
DINTY MOORE BEEF STEW

<v/

—IN READY-TO-USE MORSELS

It just wouldn't be football
season—without Chrysan
themums
and Corsage
Flowers. You can't enjoy
the game fully, unless
Flowers’ colorful charm
completes your costums!
Which \ve address to the
girls, quite evidently. But!
—this is equally important
to remember, lf you are a
fellow, who is taking a girl!

I2c
15c
22c

* 25/

Fresh Deep Sea Scallops

FOR

LB.

—ONLY WHILE THEY LAST.

NESTLES SEMI-SWEET CHOCOLATE

FOOTBALL'S FLOWERS

17/

ui.

DELIVERED TO OUR MARKETS DAILY

Porterhouse
Steak,

ALL

lb 17/

HAMBURG
STEWING BEEF
FRANKFORTS
MINCED HAM

FRESH SHOULDERS

BONELESS

CIGARETTE

Stores in general, will be Closed in this

CHOPS

SHORT SHANK LEAN—4 TO 6 I.B. AVE.

Sirloin Steak......... lb 20c
Porterhouse Steak .. lh 25c
Sirloin Steak boneless lb 293

TOBACCO

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

SPINACH 10c

QA

TOP

DAY

LAMB FOREQUARTERS

m

YOUR CHOICE

AND ROLLER, TOO!

BAKED BEANS

TO OUR MARKETS

DIRECT FROM THE GARDENS
FRESH CRISP

2 lbs

NEW!

SUN.-MON., NOV. 10-11

• ••

.

PIG’S LIVER .... 2 lbs 19c
BEEF LIVER......... lb 15c

OLEO
HONEY
SUGAR

“LA CONGA NIGHTS”

Ambulance Service

BONED IF DESIRED

BUTTER

CLOSED

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at once. Money back if not
delighted. 11. A. MARR, Warren
Me. (mailed anywhere in Maine,
$1.00). On sale at Carroll’s Cut
Rate Store, Rockland. 122Th-tf

n trU

In the front row. left to right: Joshua N. Southard. Mayor Edward R
Veazie receiving food stamp agreement from Norman Fitzpatrick. Pack
row, left to right: Clarence Simmons, Earle C. Perry.
—Photo by Ouy Nicholas.

22/
19/
35/
27/
V J.

______________________ £_

REGULAR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, lb 25c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE, i/2 lb cake 15c
SW/'iNSDOWN CAKE FLOUR pkg 20c
GRAPENUTS ................. pkg 12c
JELL-0.................... 4 pkgs 19c
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES 3 pkg 20c
LOG CABIN SYRUP.......... bot 17c

iSAKER’S COCOA......... 1 lb tin 14c
DOG FOOD...................... tin 5c
H 0 OATS. 1c Sale....... 2 pkgs 13c
IVORY SOAP............. 5 bars 25c
APPLE SAUCE............ 4 tins 25c
ROLLED OATS....... 2 Ige pkgs 29c
PEANUT BUTTER
24 oz jar 19c
Orange and Grapefruit Juice 4 tins 20c

THE PERRY MAR

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY* USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET

)
f
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WALDOBORO
ftftftft
MRS LOUISE MHJ£R

Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 27

Yankee Trading Post
Warren Schools Raise
$100 For Junior High
School Heating Plant

WARREN
««««

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

ALENA L. STARRT7IT
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel «

AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

Every-Other-DaV

TALK OF THE TOWN
Miss Maureen Burns of the First
National Bank is ill. Mrs. Harold
Leach ls substituting during her
absence.

SENTER* CRANE'S
Sale of Dresses

"Stores in general will be closed
The Grammar School was the
on Monday. Armistice Day” is the
winner of the prize award for hav
word from the Chamber of Com
ing the greatest receipts Tuesday
Newell W. Eugley who has been Agriculture
agent. Lucinda Rich, was present merce.
Mrs. Verna Genthner, Miss Mar
I at the Yankee Trading Post, aus
garet CuthbeTtson. Ms. Eda Hoak
confined to his bed the past nine j Agricultural Conservation meet- to assist ln planning fhe year's
pices of the Warren Schools for weeks is slowly gaining and is now ingJj wffe held ln all organi8ed
and Mrs. Freda Eugley spent the
Old and new dances will be fea
program of meetings.
the benefit of the heating plant
weekend in Boston at the Hotel
able to sit up in a chair a short communities of the county the
Mrs. Mildred Harjula will be the tured Saturday night at South
at the new Junior High School time daily. Recent callers on Mr.
The following officers
Manger.
They
attended the
building. Tire Grammar booth Eugley were Miss Mina Woodcock. were elected: Knox County, Com- new leader of tiie Jolly Toilers 4-H Hope Grange hall with Woodcock's
Rodeo show.
orchestra providing the music.
| took in $70 92. and the proceeds
Cushing. Allison Stackliouse. Pema- muni,j. No 1: chairman. A. E. club of Georges River road. At
Capt. Ralph Pollard returned wdj
over
gioo goa|
quid, Mr. and Mrs. George Hahn. Burrs union; vice chairman, Ro- their reorganization meeting. Oct.
All members of the Heme De
Wednesday from St. Stephens, N is the
of t)10se jn charge.
Herman
Kelleran. land Ou5hee 'Appleton; member, 29. the following officers were elect fense Corps are asked to meet at
B. where he had fulfilled a speakThe aflair was exceptionally well Waldoboro.
ing engagement.
] patronized, the booths busy all day, Cushing. Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. ' Herbert Cunningham. Washington; ed: President. Eleanor Nelson; vice the Armory Armistice Day at 10
a. m. to take part in the parade.
Mrs. Dennis Mank and Mts. beano was in play during the eve Eugley. Nobleboro and friends from CommUnity. No. 2: Chairman. LesI ter shibles, Rockport; vice chair- president, Dagmar Peterson; secreWalter Sprague have been recent ning. and the Town Orchestra Connecticut.
The annual fair of Good Cheer
Perry Greene, champion wood man. Henry Kontio. West Rock- | tary. Dorothy Johnson; treasurer,
guests of Mrs. Belle Waltz in played for two hours, many of the
chopper of the world, wlll be guest port; member. Harold Nash. Cam Eugene Fales; color bearer. Ellen Sewing Circle, O.ES. will be held
Nobleboro.
patrons dancing.
speaker tonight at the Baptist j den. Community. No. 3: Chair- I Stein; club reporter. Arthur Ander tomorrow afternoon Mid evening
Robert Goldthwait of Portland
Working at the booths were:
was a business visitor Wednesday Malcolm Corner Primary — Mrs. Men's Forum. Supper will be at 615. 1 man. E C. Teague. Warren; vice son. The next meeting is at Arthur in Odd Fellows hall, beano in the
Latest reports give the receipts; chairman, Walter Swift, Thomas- j Anderson's home, today,
evening.
in this town.
Mildred Gammon. Mrs. Mildred
High School will maintain open j starrett. Mrs. Ethel Hooper and from the Yankee Trading Post as, ton; member. Axel Nelson, St. I The We-Can-Do-lt girls’ 4-H
taam-v *throughout
t, , I , 1* Education
« wt rt ♦ 1
_
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club of North Waldoboro enter
The local Draft Beard will sup
$180 87.
J George
house
Week I Mrs. Elsie Wallace;
Hinckley Cor
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe are J Lincoln County. Community. No. tained the Medomak Maine-iax ply twe trainees Nov. 22 from Knox
Nov. 10-16. Parents and friends ner primary—Mrs. Lillias Lindsey.
are invited to visit school and be Mrs. Mildred Berry, Mrs. Thel in Boston, where Mr. Rowe is at- j 1: Chairman, D Lee Shephard, boys' 4-H club at a Halloween County. These men will report to
come better
acquainted with ma Carroll. Mrs. Alzada Simmons. tending the New England Supenn- Jefferson; vice chairman, L. F. party. Oct. 28. Oames were played the Induction station, 77 Central
achievements, alms and needs of Mrs Hflen Maxcy and
jean- tendents' Convention.
| Hewett. Somerville; member. F. L. and refreshments of sandwiches, street. Bangor. It ls hoped the
cake and hot chocolate served. trainees will be voluntary.
the school. Evening session will j nelte Robinson.
Sermon topics Sunday at the La’*'- Whitefield. Community, No.
Shirley Miller was winner of the
be held Nov. 15 from 790 to 9.30. I Intermediate—Mrs. Ann Cogan. Congregational Church will be: At
Chairman. Joe Chapman. Dam
The Presidential campaign re
vnuren
wiuuc.
«
ariscot
.
a
.
vicc
chairman
Norris
!
Prize glven for the PretU««t cosMrs. Joseph De Napoli was in ; ^rs. Carrie Butler, Mrs. Louella 10 30 a. m. Ennchlng
a"*coUa-ucc . chairman Norris
FllMh,,h Mil,„
,hP minded Frank D. Lamb, retired
_ Spiritual
.
Rockland recently to attend the re- . Crockett, Mrs. Regina Robinson, Life," and at 7 p. m. "Self Justi- | Waltz. Damariscotta;
Member, j
and David clothing dealer of another excit
ception to Mrs. Bernice Jackson ^jrs _\mdred Berry and Mrs Mary fleation.” The morning topic will Herbert Spear. Nobleboro Com funniest costume;
Achorn for the doughnut contest. ing political contest which took
State President of G.A.R.
. Halligan; grammar—Mrs. Emma be especially for educaticvi week munity. No. 3 Chairman. Allen
Twenty-four attended the party. place in 1884, when James G.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Sprague Norwood. Mrs s F Haskell. Mrs which opens Nov. 11. Church
AIna: vi<* chairman. Dan- Mrs Lula Miller is leader of the Blaine was defeated by Grover
are occupying the Jennie Linscott ' Hazel HlUs Mrs Ber:ha ^^1. school will meet at 9.30 a m.
I iel Ames. Wiscasset; member. girls' club and Philip Lee is leader Cleveland in a very close fight. A
George Vaughan. Dresden. Cornhouse for the Winter.
| Mrs Augusta Moon, Mrs. Ruth
Order
of
services
Sunday
at
the
badge containing a miniature pic
Justin Welt has returned to Gar- Philbrook. Mrs. Olive Boggs; Anmunity, No. 4: Chairman. W K. of the boys'.
Baptist Church wiU be: At 1030
The Fox Islanders of Vinalhaven ture of "The Plumed Knight" is
diner after passing a week at his derson. Nathalie Tolman and Eila a. m. the filth in a series on Butler, Boothbay; vice chairman,
50 Dresses laid out for Immediate Clearance
have the largest project enrollment still in Mr Lamb’s possession.
home here.
utta: Highlands — Mrs. Inez "Soul:' this sermon entitled. "The Arthur Paquett. North Edgecomb; for 1941 with a total of 26 projects.
DRESSES,
formerly 6 95 and 7.95,
member. Nelson Francis. Edge
Mrs. Henry Crowell Is hostess to ! Mathews. Mrs Lillian Mathews,
The Grand Chapter of Royal
Sin of (he Sou!’ and in the eve
Mrs. Barbara Nutting ls local lead
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the Susannah Wesley Society this Mrs. Grace Simmons, and Mrs. ning at 7 p. m “Christ al Mars." comb.
er. Alford Lake 4-H of Hope, with Arch Masons in Pennsylvania has
afternoon.
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in
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Church School will convene at
Mrs Lura Norwood, leader, claims
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High School — Mary Ludwig noon with the continuation of the Rockland and Wiscasset to elect
J. E. Stevens of Rockland, who
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with
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projects
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the funeral of Ernest A. GUdden , Gloria Haskell, Lois Bazemore.
Church School advance program. a county committee.
enrolled; and the Sheepscot 4-H is succeeds the late Frank Redlon of
Tuesday were Mr. and Mrs. Or- joan smjth, Charlotte Moore. Ray The B.YFU. wiU meet at 6 p. m
Second Floor—Dress Department
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and
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adelphia next month, in his capa
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for next Summer layers.
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Fred Maxey and Charles Maxcy general assistants.
Roland Sherman of Boothbay ’ that father c*.ts around with overof Thomaston.
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Robert Smith of Meriden. N. H
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man plicate ln accordance with the proby guest artist Miss Dorothy
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Scofield. Mrs. Gladys Grant and daughter Mrs. Percy French ls in
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. of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Simmons. hall. Mrs. Minnie Young and Mrs. ed amount to spend—is in making
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TWO-burner 8llent glow heater for
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Mr and Mrs. Maurice Hahn ac- re8«rd to foot health and common dows and caulk around the frames. State Police, hgs been appointed
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Or. better still, put on tight storm
n.ce wood stove. C A VOSE. Brooklyn
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time
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first
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met Monday night with Hope with Mrs. Emily Winchenbach.
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"The Bible, and God s Future Plan
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year
round
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presented by the younger members. I Mr and Mrs. H. D. Crie are than was expected considering the dinner.
FORD coupe for sale. 1933. rumble
The place to start with insulation theory receiving so much at’ention SON Damariscotta Mills, Me 129*134
seat; also Guernsey bull, year old will
Thimble Club met Wednesday making their Winter residence in distance she fell. Her hip is not
Nov. 13. Hope, at the Grange [ 18
second-floor ceiling or the in some quarters today. Next Sun
h’URNITURE wanted to
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'•ailed fcr and delivered T J FT,EM Holmes St . Tel. 68-W
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for the sale. Dec. 3.
RANGE bo'.ler for sale. 30 gallon,
Crie.
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j copper
tank
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condition.
finally, the floor if it is over un Britain's Future?” Is victory or
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from Hartford where she passed eration would clear up. enabling
defeat to be her lot? Will *.he em
Insulation goes hand in hand pire be destroyed?" Miss Agnes
the Fall with her sister, Mrs. her to return soon to her home of Mrs. Nettie Grinnell and will
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LONG established prosperous service
SIX-room house with bath to let station business for sale Top location
be held at Mrs. Edith Overlocks. with tight construction. Of course, Anderson of Franklin, Mass., will
Horace Andrews.
in Rockland.
Applv 184 South Main St.. IEL 526 M ^n Rockland: 70 000 eallons ln 39. exinsulation in the side walls may
The mail boat is on Winter
134-135 1 ccllent grease-acceseory trade; tools
Mr and Mrs. Richard Maki and Mrs. Overlock and Mrs. Blanche eliminate the need for adding be the organist at both the services
etc, Included. Price right for quick
schedule. Tuesday and Friday.
on Sunday.
ROOMS to let. heated, a' 41 Lime sale for cash Building not included,
son Richard of Rockland. Mr. and Johnston will assist with dinner.
Nov. 14. South Thomaston, at the 1 sheathing. or a layer of shingles.
rock St. MRS STOCKBRIDGE
Leslie Wilson is visiting a few Mrs. Alfred Wuori of Waldoboro
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you mean business to 'REAL OPPOR
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days at his home here.
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter William Grange hall, with Mrs. Annie Den doors, windows, floors, and side
FURNISHED apartment to let at 21 TUNITY", care The Courier-Gazette.
Our speaker next Friday will be Talbot Ave MRS C F SIMMONS. R_ k'.and
Ru-sell Simpson was recent guest son motored Sunday to Jay where nison in charge. Mrs. Louisa Allen
__ __________
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Soreness and Stiffness
walls are tight whether you insu Bradford C. Redonnett of Wiscasset, Tel. 8-R.
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Some of the small boats seemed Emar Koljonen.
quickly relieve neuritis, rheumatic aches
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7 Elliot I Courier- Gazette
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and pains. Better than a mustard to have wings Halloween night as
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plaster to help break up painful local two were on top of the McClure
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community.
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from Massachusetts where she has
Theodore Pope of Quincy, Mass.,
Mary Farrand is president of the
Evelyn Smith, members of the
UNFURNISHED, four-room apart1935 NASH I^fayette 4-door sedan
out on sick leave. However, the
been attending school.
Happy-Go-Luckies 4-H Club, with Jolly Highlanders 4-H club of was guest a few days the past week general attendance is very good. ment to let. with garage 50 Mechanic for sale. In good condition ReasonSt.. TEL 863-M.
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$8 per ton. del Nut site New River soft,
supper will be served under the telephone 416, Rcckland.
Mrs. Donald Matheson Is ln superior air fleets. It shows how
not screened $9 ton del.; screened, $10
Britain’s own bombers are carry owned by Mr. Dornan, together ton del M B Ac C. O. PERRY !19
direction
of
Willis
Moody,
Sr.,
Er133.134.136
&
139
Brunswick,
called
by
the
death
of
It’s time Io liang
132-tf
ing the war back to the Nazi in with the bases and caps. The die Main St., Tel. 487,
her brother, William Edwards.
your storm door . . .
was
from
the
George
McConchie
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Smart are oc vasion bases in the Channel ports
get out your woolen
cupying the George Killen house of France and Belgium, and even quarry in St. George. The monu
blankets . . . and
into the heart of Germany itself. ment vas erected in 1897 or 1898.
for the winter.
order
Mrs. Olin Harriman was a visitor It shows actual scenes of battle— and the excellence of the work
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting
not only the defensive action of manship has been commented up Samples and knitting directions free.
Saturday in Belfast.
H.
A. BARTLETT, Harmony. Me
Elwin Fetch was home from Au England's fighter planes, the "Spit on by all who have seen the memo
126-137
to
rial.
the
cost
of
which
is
said
to)
fire"
and
the
“
Hurricane"
but
gusta over the weekend.
have
been
in
the
vicinity
of
$5009
The Ladies' Farm Bureau will also the reprisal raids which the
Round worms are not always easy to
meet today with Mrs. James Burkill. Royal Air Force flyers have been James J. Dornan, the contractor. TYPEWRITE RS
detect
and
sometimes
children
are
Be prepared for winter's firs! icy blast.
Arnold Clark of the U. of M. spent carrying on against military ob died in 1901
All Makes—Sales—Rentals
treated for other conditions when
the weekend with his mother, Mrs. jectives in Germany.
Call us today, anil let us fill your bin
ROCKLAND
The Ford V-8 cylinder block,
TYPEWRITER CO.
troubled by these intestinal parasites.
Claude Archer.
with clean, efficient, economical D&H
71 Park Street
The Sullivan monument in Pine crankcase, exhaust passages, and I
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Banton
Anthracite.
Tel. 297-W
Dr. True’s Elixir has been used by
Grove Cemetery, Appleton, a pic flywheel housing are cast all in I
were recent visitors in Waterville
Free Typing Course
thousands of mothers for their children
one
piece.
This
insures
permanent
I
ture of which appeared in last
Call 487
as an agreeable laxative and round
"Do not worry; eat three square Thursday's issue was made and set precision alignment for all working !
IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
meals a day; say your prayers; be by the late James Dornan of East parts.
worm expeller for four generations.
courteous to your creditors; keep Union, where the Dornan Monu
WHAT CAUSES IT? .
SUCCESSFULLY USED FOR 80 YEARS BY YOUNG AND OLD
Most of those folks better kdown
your digestion good exercise; go slow mental Works is one of the note
A
booklet
conteinlng the opinion* of femand easy. Maybe there are other worthy industries. The statue of as "calculating" mortals are al
ous doctors on this interesting sublect will
ways
failing
to
solve
lhe
problems
Mr.
Sullivan
—
granite,
instead
of
ROCKLAND, ME.
things that your special case re
quires to make you happy, but, my marble, as stated—was cut by the of life because they somehow can be sent FREE, while they lait, to eny reader
fried, these, I reckon, will give you late William Packard at the old never get past the “I" component writing to the Educational Division, S3S
Fifth Ave.. New York, N. Y, f>pt. N864
THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER
Upham quarry in South Hope, in the human equation,
g good lift,"—Abraham Lincoln.

!n Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

ANTED

FOR SALE

TO LET

MUSCULAR

RHEUMATIC PAIN

HUST EBO|f

D&H ANTHRACITE

Not alujaus Easu
Detect...

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Dr.True'sElixir

MISCELLANEOUS

University of Maine will be con
ducted by Miss Ernestine Carver
of this town ar.d Camilla Doak of
Belfast. The series began yester
day and will continue Wednesdays
from 4 to 4.15 p. m„ over W.L.B.Z.;
topic "Food and Fashions."
Mrs. Ernest Macintosh, grand
son Mac. and Mrs. Eugene Hall
were guests Monday of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Gillis, North Haven.
Mrs.
-- • I.ucy Skoog returned Mon-

turned Wednesday from a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hallo
way (Celeste Carver) in New
Haven, Conn. They also visited
the Worlds Fair in New York.
MILS. OSCAR C. LANE
Mis. Vernard Warren recently reCorrespondent
tuned’ from a visit with her son,
Malcolm Hcpkins in Worcester,
A birthday social will be held at
Mass.
the Ocean Bound Rebekah I.odpe
Monarda Council of Pocahontas
on the first meeting of every month
met Tuesday night and rehearsed
and members are requested to no
the work.
the recording secretary
to
tify tne
secretary as io
,I ljadies Night was observed Wedthe month of their birth. Novem- ••
‘
‘
nesday by the Red Men. A chicken
South Appleton Ridge, Nov. 4. j ing a sufferer from infantile parber birthdays should be reported as been employed as practical nurse supper was served, followed by an
Editor
of The Courier-Gazette:—
alysis, he would make a refuge for
A
box
lunch
is
c
'
le
past
two
wee
'
ts
soon as possible,
entertainment.
Dear me! I wonder what next to' °ther children stricken, with the
A public bridge and "63" party
requested
from each member
Mrs. Elmer Simmers went Wed
dread disease. But sometimes an
will be held Monday night at the nesday to Rockland to serve on the arouse the ire of the ‘ w mmen | ftmbuIance
Nov. 12.
u needed t0 convey such
Legion
hall.
Jury at Knox County Superior folk in the section near the Lonely.
the nearest h
ital and the
Union Church Circle will serve
Mr. and Mrs. Emile Coombs are wurt.
a baked bean supper at the vestry
“ansion on APPle*°n Ridge C°u"1 road,-the road over Appleton Ridge
! in Rockland, where Mr. Coombs is
Toe Knit-Wits met Tuesday hem on one hand. too. not includ-1 _Jsn^ always passable.
tonight at 5 30.
tWQ Qf the many
Miss Dorothy Billings has re to serve on the Traverse Jury.
night with Mrs. Theodore Nutting. ing the thumb, but there are sure| These are
Raymond Alley is in Springfield. Natura, ,
turned from Boston where she at
some ruffled feathers.
Instances where the lack of a State
The writer of he article accom-! road oyer the
e hag
the
tended the Vinalhaven reunion and Mass.
Mrs. Michael Williams returned i Mink Club members responded panying the picture, or the pho- sak
„Tbe
Mansion„ and
banquet.
Mrs. Nellie Allen went Wednes Tuesday from a visit with Mr. Wil- t0 the squeal of High Minky Mink, *grapher, or both, no doubt was j ftlso ajdpd and ab(,tted thg abando„.
liams in New York. She also visi W. H. Ingerson and trailed to their impressed bv the stillness, bv the
day to Waterville.
*
.
• . .
in
ment of homes along this stretch of
All Patriotic Orders are invited ted Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle Sr., den at Firemen’s hall Sunday to
r .:
M» mtaa to waste, pastures
make
plans
for
the
33d
anniversary.
ary.
vacant
house
will
sn
imDress
w
’
tll
* L
b
wx waste, paavuics
to attend Union Church Sunday in Philadelphia.
nelt >.
“ / 7a
wiu so mpres . w.tn that gh
grazing lands turned
Mrs. Laura Varney. Red Cross ’ The roll being called and one Pe“ its closed doors, tattered hangings at . , .. .
, „ ,.
.
. ..
at 11 o'clock, in observance of
into blueberry tracts and neighbors
Nurse returned Monday from being shy, two hermit huntsmen windows not boarded up, decaying
Armistice Day.
were put on his track Finding walks, and general air of being leaving for tarred roads, electric
A series of broadcasts from the Gouldsboro.
lights and modern conveniences
Home Economics Department, of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver re- him in his own den he was smoked forsaken
These things have riehtlv earned that the Ridge ls Perfectly caPablc
out and taken to the den of hls
1 / ,,
8
„ of furnishing but give it half a
brother minks.
for it the name Lonely Mansion on
The club voted to hold Its 33d Appleton Ridge," yet there is no chance.
Would that we better understood
' anniversary Sunday Nov. 17, at place in town that has more visitors
Firemen's hall. A poison bait sup than this same “Lonely Mansion." the technicalities of road money,
per will be served at 6 p m Al. from the time the road is passable road projects, appropriations, etc ,
gab
fur minks are asked to attend and . in the Spring until Winter snows or if we had the brass, gift of ___
those unable to be present to send ' have ban‘ed around it
covered and persuasiveness of the he-man
cards or telegrams to secretary | the led
on which s0 m
slght. Perhaps wc could ascertain why he
,
,
,J. .. road over the southern end of the
mink. O. V. Drew Per order of | seers eat....
their lunches and admire
.. wonders
j
j. v.
High Mirkey Mink, Walter H. In the
of« Gods
hand.work in’ Ridge
”, is as
. it is.
,
, . ,
,,
_ ...
.
...
,
Unless I am much mistaken the
ger son.
sparkling waters, rolling hills, fertile _ .
, . , .
,.
„
.
,
’
.
__
_
first
money
appropriated
by
the
The members: Sidney L. Wins valleys nnd cloud capped moun7
. , .
.
low, Merle Tolman, Fernald Ames, tains receding into the distance.
^ate for a rcad " APP’et°n wa,,t0
L. W. Lane, O. V. Drew. W. C.
"Lonely Mansion!" We can’t be expendeeljm the road beginning
Winslow, A F. Creed. Vernard gainsay that, but it does mane tw at Clark's Corner and continuing
over the Ridge, past "The Loneiy
Mossman. Charles C Webster. W. ^h„
mad (angry
*
H. Ingerson, Frank Healey, Ernest perhaps) when we bring to mind the Mansion,” building on each year’s
Clayter, Dr. Victor Shields of reason for all this loneliness in the appropriation and thus continuing
Vinalhaven; Augustus Young. Wil midst of one of the beauty spots to the Searsmont line.
liam Healey, Charles Haskell, Jr., of this God's country.
The road was staked out or meas
Fred Morong. of South Portland;
Not very many years ago the late ured. or whatever the correct word
Chester Dyer and Ben Ames of Dr Plumer, as house physician, was is. The Alpha and Omega as it
North Haven; Maynard Coombs of much in favor of remodeling this were.
New Mexico; Eugene Libby. Wor now "Lonely Mansion” and here
Such money immediately became
cester, Mass.; L. E. Williams, Fore locating a sanitarium where the unto a rabbit under a hat. "I am
River., Mass.; Walter F. Roberts. healthful climate and Invigorating the magician." said an ex-Ridgeite.
Philadelphia. Pa.;’ Lyford Arey.
air of'‘.he high altitude just fltted "ye people on the east side, vote for
Cincinnati, Ohio; Robert Sr.ow
his Ideas of an ideal resort for In me as one of your selectmen at th"
i and Judge Christopher S. Roberts
coming town meeting and I will see
valids.
I of Rockland; Harvey Webster,
What turned the project down! that the rabbit jumps to your part
Winter Haven, Fla.
The road over the Ridge, and noth cf the town. Hokus-Pckus!'' The
I
____________
ing else! Sick people sometimes hat ls lifted! We rub our eyes. The
DEER ISLE
need a doctor cn short notice. Dr. rabbit has surely vamoosed to the
th? town as the ma'
Damon Gr'>rs who is employer, Plumer resided in Union. Perhaps eastPrn part
in New Bedf.rd has been spe-ding sometlme he wouldn't be able to KiC'Sn promised,
reach the patient in time because of i From that time on. other maa few cays with his family he.:— ready-prepared — simply add
an Impassable road. So. the sani>’ave Juggled that darned
Frank
I.u'kin
is
in
Boston
’
or
milk or water! Made of a blend
tarium is located in Union and the rabb.t until he has entirely forgotten
med
’
cr.l
treatment.
of fo ar fine-quality flours — for
land of his birth—Appleton
Joseph Rayr.es i -d Frank Mc- brushes have encroached inte the
light tender pancakes in a hurry !
Veigh spent Silur.-ay in Bluchill road quite a few feet since then.
Rid?c
and Ellsworth
i This last Summer a man promlAnd how many miles of rural
Miss Carrie Brown is in Winches- nent in business circles in Wash- route in Appleton have b;en beneter. Mass., for the Winter.
ington, D. C„ was much impressed flted by State funds, intended unless
Mrs. Susie Hardy is employed ln with the healthful lccation of "The 1
.voefully mistaken, fcr such
Remember Pillsbury’s Buckwheat Pancake Flour, Too!
Lonely Mansion." His daughter be- routes? I can recall but very few.
Bar.gor.
^<cok at' Itic money wasted on
, that strip of good road by the Mo, rang schoolhouse site. Built about
I 10 cr 11 years ago by Arthur Fish
! r.nd built on honor If one may Judge
! by the way it has stood up under
i traffic. Money that could probably
i with influence have been used on
’ the Ridge has torn that road up
i aud rebuilt it so that it may be
tarred. Wonder if the tar is spread.
A jump from one gravel pit to an
other, move the machinery back,
no. the other way, the money is al
most gone. Hurrah!
Encircled by electric lights and
burning candles! Listening to the
purr of limousines on tarred roads
and trundling a wheelbarrow, but
for all that "God bless Appleton
Ridge," the land that I love. Stand
beside her and guide her that she
Crispy brown sousage with
may at last come into her own—
your favorite griddle cakes.
that promised “8cenic Highway,”
over Appleton Ridge.
Annie Ripley.

VINALHAVEN

■za

ANNIE RIPLEY IS IRATE

FIRST NATIONAL

Nobody Will Wonder After Reading Her

Aas tAat V/sfinef/ue

Comment On “The Lonely Mansion”
On Appleton Ridge

They’re So Convenient

F
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SALAM
TEA-BAGS

?w-

t

Oi,

PRICES ROCKLAND, ROCKPORT, CAMDEN ONLY

PURE

SMOKED—SHORT SHANK LEAN

4 TO 8 LB.
AVE.

LR.

WHOLE MII.K VARIETY

FINE GRANULATED
LB.
ioo BAG

EVANGELINE

TALL
TINS

EVAPORATED

RK IIMON'D
SLICED or HALVES

10c

Owr
i/v

GRAPEFRUIT FANCY

20 ox
TINS

2lc

DUFF'S ce>.» MIX

14 ox
PKG

25c

PKGS

19C

LGE
PKGS

39c

FINAST
SECTIONS

OAKITE

SUDSLESS - CUTS GREASE
CLEANS PAINT

RINSO

pkg

2U

KEN-L-RAT1ON

DILL PICKLES

BLACK PEPPER

23®

MOTOR OIL

99®

MARVO
PURE VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

14c 37 c

2

di/iecficnd caHi {jvt US

2X9

2

2

FORSCRUSHED°

uns

16 ox
TIN

MIRABEL

5c

TIMBERLAKE
SWEET - SPICY

1<»c

14 ox

25C

2 LB
JAR

29£

30
ox
??n°s

35c

TALL
TINS

TIMBERLAKE
Fxncy Alaska

23c

bot
’s
BOTS

17 O, JAR

FINAST PREPARED

$AR

IQe

45c

UC

LOW COFFEE PRICES
RICHMOHP
1 ,?o’s SSc
JOHN ALDEN
2
I LB
KYBO
2 iS,
BAbS JJc
VACUUM
I IB
COPLEY
TIN 2k
PACKED
MkiMkXM a* •**

Millbrook Club

KOLA

WHITE SPRAY
CAKE FLOUR

/tfcipgTlfc anwurtflfce

2

PURE
TOMATO

For Perfect Cakes and Cookies Use

ll!

FINAST
Oven Bnltvd

FINAST KETCHUP

SWEET RELISH

13<

2 ox
PKG

AT A LOW
POPULAR PRICE

FINAST

MUSTARD

Si

DAINTY DOT

BROWN BREAD

RED SALMON

TAX INCLUDED

25c

CIGARETTES
Plain or Cork Tipped

PINEAPPLE

PENN-RAD

14c

2

Laqrt

GRAPE JELLY

8 QT
CAN

9c

BAKED BEANS

DOC FOOD
™Bs

2

SODA CRACKERS

DAI
EI^IJ
KlAhvEnlwn

3

19c

CHOCOLATE COVERED LB
MINT CREAM CENTERS BOX

THIN MINTS

TABLE
SYRUP
26 oz
BOT

2 LB
PKG

PKG
PKe
TEA BALLS ”°“ELAND 7525c
7,113c

IIMBERLAKE

2 ox BOT

LGE
TINS

FINAST FANCY SANTA CLARA
EXTRA LARGE

PRUNES

5e

20 oz
PKG

ijou can. ttbe a*u.|

For the finest breakfast in the world, give
your family plenty of these delicious
Armour's star Pure Pork Sausages with
wheat-cakes and maple syrup.
Lady! That's a meal that brings 'em to
the breakfast table on the run!
These plump, tempting sausages are sea
soned just right-according to Armour's
own secret recipe. And they're made fresh
every day in Armour’s
spotless sausage kitchens
.... Tell your dealer you
must have Armour's star
Pure Pork Sausage. They’ll
be your favorites, with
out any doubt!

50 OZ.
TINS

finast

Together With Our Popular .'.ew

oj’

10,:,
GALLON

UJitfc

lake

LB.

MILD

PANCAKE FLOUR

Wilbur Senter of Rockland will
be at White Oak Grange Friday
night to show motion pictures of
his travels through the country,
i After the entertainment a baked
I bean supper will be served by the
Grane free of charge. Everyone is
j invited.

15c I OLEO

2 L

PANCAKE
FLOUR

NORTH WARREN

MARGARINE
LKS.

17c
15c
SHOULDERS
23c !
CHEESE
51c
SUGAR
$4.95
29c
SWEET CIDER
2 35c
Tomato Juice
4
27c
MILK
2 27c
PEACHES
LARD

WHITE SPRAY

Pure Pork Sausage

I

STORES CLOSED ALL DAY MON DAY, ARMISTICE DAY, NOV. 11
STOCK UP FOR THE DOUBLE HOLIDAY

PILLSBURY’S

ARMOUR’S STAR

i

A PfPRcSHING 0PINK
‘.7 A THRIFTY PRICL

23®

29®

FO7 CO fT"

eVcrtpIwie.

Send for FREE recipe book

Address: Rum

FANCY HEAVY FLORIDA

ford Baking Powder — Box F, Rumford. R. I.

GRAPEFRUIT
MELO-RIPE

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

ROCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

ARMOUR'S STAR MEATS
Teat* »<««

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. G.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.39
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
8 30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
119-tf

SWEET

BANANAS 4 lbs 25c POTATOES 10 lbs 23c
EMPEROR

GRAPES
CALIFORNIA

ORANGES
McINTOSH RED

APPLES
NATIVE

CELERY

NATIVE

4 lbs 25c SPINACH

3 lbs 15c

NATIVE

doz 25c CARROTS

2 bch 9c

NATIVE

6 lbs 25c CABBAGE SEbslOc
2 bch 19c ONIONS 10 lb bag 25c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Every-Other-Day
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Table decorations were red, white
CAMDEN
and blue and a birthday cake deco
The Friendly Club will meet
(Continued from Page Three)
rated with flags was made and
this week with Mrs. Frances Stahl,
designated
surplus commodities,
Rockland
High
Lost
To
Senator
Elliot
of
Thom

Mountain
street.
Mrs.
J.
C.
Hut

given by Mrs. Norman Simmons.
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
chins
will
be
the
reader.
which
are
used
as additions to the
the
Black
Raiders
—
Final
aston
a
Member
of
the
Beano winners were Betty Fales.
By R. F. W.
Correspondent
Installation of officers of Cam
family’s normal food supplies.
Game Here Saturday
State Budget Committee den
Eleanor Oregory, Phyllis Hall.
Commandery, K. T. w’ill be
McRae's team stays in the top i Poods at present 'ln a«n>lus”
Charles Pager, Eugene Jellison and
Albert B. Elllct cf Thomaston, held Thursday night at the MaTimely forward passes in the
By
Tel. 190
I position again this week, and Me- | a1x1 ,wWcd may,be. purchaS^..*U?
Everett Condon. The clothespin
Winslow repertoire aided greatly
RUTH WARD
game was won by Priscilla Hast who has been elected by Knox soni? hall.
the free blue stamps are: Butter,
Kinney slid down to third place,
Rev. W. F. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. in their 12-0 victory over Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn ings. Others present were Glenice County voters to again represent
1 raisins, rice, pork lard, pork prod
while the High School went out of ucts. corn meal, shell eggs, dried
and Miss Hattie M. Dunn have Carney, Audrey Simmons. Lois them in the State Senate has been Charles Cleveland, and Judson land last Saturday. Time and
Manning were delegates who at
Perry's Markets took five points third into a tie for first. Sylves prunes, hominy grits, dry edible
closed their Summer home and are ONeil, Jane Miller, Jimmie Dana
again
''The
Black
Raiders"
of
tended Tuesday the Baptist Fall
in a match with Snow’s Shipyards ter’s team is now in second place, bear.s, wheat and whole wheat
in Portland.
Lawrence Chapman, Oeorge Oreen.
Conference held at the First Bap Winslow were held without gain, Tuesday night, winning the first
Tlie W.C.T.U. meets Friday at ! Eugene Fales and Walter Henry.
(graham) flour, Irish potatoes,
tist Church in Waterville.
due to the efforts of McConchie string by 41, the second by 23 and and Thomaston and Soule remain fresh oranges, fresh apples, fresh
Mrs. J. Lelan Hart's. Wadsworth J Mrs. Wendell Robinson of Flushthe
same.
street.
[ing. Long Island, N. Y„ and Mrs.
the third by 10 Frank McKinney
The Congregational Good Cheer and others in the forward wall.
PC. pears, fresh grapefruit, fresh cabW.
L.
A pleasing program was pre- Frank Hanley of Billings, Mont,
Class will meet Thursday night
A long forward in the first period had 319 for high total, and Ken MoRae.
14
6
.700 ! bage and onions.
at the Manse. Elm street. Mrs. ;et the stage for the first touchdown Legage was right behind him with
sented Monday night at Weymouth are in town called by the illness and
.700 ' The basic purpose of the Food
6
14
High School.
Harry G. Tounge, Jr., and Mrs. svhen the ball ended up on the 318. McKinney's 123 was high
Grange, consisting of: Roll Call on death of Mrs. Abbie Rice.
.650 Stamp Plan, which is an agricul
7
Sylvester.
13
Current Events, Foster Fales. Carl
Winfield Witham will be the hos -yd line with first down. In the single.
Weymouth Grange will have a
McKinney.
.500 J tural program, is to assist farmers
10
10
tesses.
The Post Office won four points
Oray, Warren Gardiner, Nathan public supper at 6 30 next Monday
final quarter another forward, with
Thomaston,
8
12
.400 throughout the nation in dispos
Hunt and Lawrence Hahn; song, j preceding the weekly meeting.
Tlie Baptist Philathea Class will
lateral, accounted for the second from Mid-Town, winning the first Soule,
.050 ing of surplus farm crops. It pro
1
19
have a covered dish supper Friday touchdown.
string by 47 pins, when they hit a
“America." by the assembled group; ' ^neraJ
chapter. DA R
vides that the regularly established
• • • •
poem. Who Killed The Grange. Imet at Mrs M
Overlooks home
night at the church to which the
Rockland was handicapped from team single total of 498. They
Dorothy Richardson was
men have been invited.
and
d;sc“' Monday afternoon with a good atthe start when forced1 to play with slumped in the second string
.
..
of the hour Monday night, when
“What Makes a Neighbor ; surprise tendance.
reporU were
Mrs. Fred Godwin and son, out the services of “Buddy” Small. Mid-Town went, up ^8
she roUed a nice 305 for high total ch,nts-«ha11 be utilized to dis
skit. Mrs. Maude Gray and Mrs. glven and annual dues were
Frederick, of Albion, were guests In spite of this, however, the team string by 35 pins, with the Post
had slngles of 103 and H7 for j —
--------- foods
* J
*'to
tribute these surplus
Sunday of their cousins, Mr. and showed considerably better than Office going up to 497 in the third hlgh slngle8 gylvesters team won needy families.
Dorothy Jameson: solo. "In Old
ut|ers from opportunir
Wyoming." Mrs. Ruby Allen; piano Farm and EUs L<iland were read
Mrs. Charles Wood and Mr. and they did the previous week at to wm by 61 pins, and the total by the total ln g maUh wlth
I As a result the Plan not only
Mrs. Lloyd Sykes.
solo by Mrs Ada Simpson; casing and Mrs Hazel Anza!onej the re.
Gardiner. Offensively Chaples did 72. Dard Rackliff and Win Chatto, , by 68 pins, and won all five points. . assists agriculture, but makes two
"Idlehcurs" property, off Har considerable ground gaining on tied for honors on the high total,. The High school won five points other dls^ct contributions to the
thought, Mrs. Nellie Orff. Guest gent gave an Interesting report on
Granges represented were Tran- the dbtrict, CouncU meeting whlch
bor road, owned by the J. R. Pres reverses, and sweeps from punt rolling 307. and Bob Allen had 118 from McKinney's team winning public we*are. first, by Improving
quility. Goodwill and Maple.
| was held at ..Montpeuer" last
cott Estate, has recently been formation. Cates and Bodman al for high single.
The ...........
scores;
.........
| the total by 58 pins. The first the health of publicly assisted famsold through the Allen Insurance so contributed to the gain made
The childrens party for the month. After the business meeting
Perry's (5)—Norton, 303; Post, i strlrg went to the High School by I Ulea and' •fondly. acting as a
cradle roll, beginners and primary a
hour was enJoyed during
Agency to Ralph W. Merrill, who by Rockland. Defensively the whole 258; Stewart, 287; Perry. 251; Le j 13 pins, the second by 42 and the I stimulant to business. At pres
departments of the Baptist Sunday which the hostess sfrved a lunch
will remodel the cottage into a fine line did very well, with McConchie gage. 318; total. 1417.
ent the Plan is operating in apthird by only three.
modern Summer dwelling.
School will be held Saturday from It was planned to hold the next
Snows (0)—Gatcombe, 266; Wil
and Kalloch breaking through on
Sylvester's (5)—Sylvester, 253; 1 proxlmately 150 areas in various
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lankton many occasions to get the runner lis. 237; Cole. 277 ; 6ukeforth, 254;
3 to 4 30 o clock. Mothers are also meeting at Mrs. Anzalone's home
Bartlett. 220; M. Richardson. 247; | sections of the United States.
Albert B. Elliot
are hunting at Spencer Lake.
invited.
the first Monday of December.
It ls contemplated that the Plan
behind the line of scrimmage Bod McKinney, 319; total. 1343.
Whitten. 259; D. Richardson, 305;
Mrs F. E Hanly of Billings, Mont. ,
Alton Crone visited the Streaked man in the defensive backer up
will begin actual operation in Rock
Post Office (♦)—T. Perry. 254; total. 1284.
Mrs. Albert T. Oould has returned designated by the Governor to rep
and Mrs. Wendell R. Robinson and
Mountain Ski Development ih position made several clean-cut Dudley. 291; Chatto, 307; D. Perry.
to Marblehead. Mass. after a visit
Soule (0)—Thomas, 218; Kent, land about Dec. 1. Participation
son John of Flushing, N Y.. have
resent that body on the State Bud South Paris recently. This is a tackles.
276; Rackliff, 307; total, 1434.
x.
with Mrs. W. B. D. Gray.
237; Beaulieu. 343; Savitt, 253; will be entirely voluntary..
been called her? by the illness and
Present at the meeting yesterday »
Mid-Town (D—Alien, 275; Dan Soule. 266; total. 1216.
get committee, which begins its la , new area in the process of con
In the first quarter. Winslow re
death of their aunt, Mrs. Abbie F.
Miss Lelhia Creighton arrived
struction by volunteer labor con ceived the kickoff on their 38-yard iels, 275; C. Sleeper, 253; Beaulieu,
were
William
J.
High School <5>—Gross, 240: , , Aldermen
„
,
. _
, Sullivan,
„ „
Ripe
I home Monday night from Ridge- bors Nov. 13.
sisting of skiiers of South Paris line. From there they were on a 280; O. Sleeper. 268; total, 1362.
Farrington. 225; Eve. Willis, 248; | J°B^nlt' a."d^a^ClS_P .^ne’
Tne
committee
comprises
Gov.
The Baptist Mission Circle met
Conn, and will spend the Wtnand Norway. Mr. Crone will be constant offense down to the Rock
Joshua
N.
Southard.
Clarence
Sim
V. Willis. 227; Ward. 269; total.
“
Tuesdav afternoon at Mrs. Mar- ter with her Parer*ts. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis O. Barrows, the incoming one of the speakers at the annual
Matches tonight in the National 1206.
mons. City Treasurer Charles
land
12-yard
line
until
they
lost
Governor, Sumner Sewall; Senator meeting of the Maine Winter
garet Davis' home for a white Charles Creighton,
league are: Water Co. vs Kiwanis, . McKinney (0)—Folland.
236' , Morey. Morris B. Perry. Earle C.
Elliot, and Representative Ned Sports Federation to be held to the ball on downs. Rockland then
cross meeting. Those present were Federated Church Nursery
and
Swift
vs
Coca
Cola.
Friday
j
Jaco
b
s
,223;
Crouse
243'
Cates
199- I
and members of the press,
marched
to
mid-field
where
morrow at Augusta.
Luncheon Chaples punted down to the 20. night, Old Timers vs Rice Co., and McIntosh. 250' total 1151
Mrs Grace Andrews. Mrs. Vera
A nursery department has re- Murchie.
I Ntayor Veazie spoke briefly, tellHearings
will
be
held
before
all
Robinson. Mrs Lctitla Starrett. I
been organized in the Fed| ing of the elation city officials felt
will be served at noon at the Au therefore losing the fear of any Armour's vs. Feyler's At 9 o'clock, |
Mrs. Abbie Montgomery. Mrs. Lucy erated Sunday s<,hoci.
is in of the State Departments. Commis gusta House.
Gulf vs Van Baalen.
MoRae's girls won four points ln &ecauae Roc^and had been apscore in that quarter.
sions
and
Institutions,
and
will
be
Norman Marriner is a surgical
Sillery'. Mrs Dora Kalloch. Mrs. cbarge of Mrs. Catherine Carroll.
Winslow being in possession of
a contest with Thomaston, win- Proved f°r
stamp plan, and
Leona Wilson. Mrs. Gertrude Line- with Miss Mildred Leach as her as busy with its labors between now patient at Community Hospital.
the ball at the end of the first ROCKPORT
ning the total by 36 pins. McRae's a‘s0 exPressed appreciation to Morand
Jan.
1st.
when
it
will
render
its
kin. Mrs. Minnie Wilson. Mrs. Eve sistant. and includes children of
Arey-Heal Post. A. L. will have quarter, marched to the Rockland
at the end of ris PerTy and Earle Perry for their
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Burroughs, team was up
. 50 pins
______________
report to the new Legislature.
lyn Perron. Mrs. Minnie Newbert. pre-school age.
an Armistice ball, Monday night at -yard line where Gwazdosky got Mrs. Julia Post and daughter of i the first two strings, and lost the wti0^ebearted co-cperation in getThe selection of Senator Elliot is the Opera Hcuse. Music will be
Mrs. Abbie Shaw. Mrs. Clara Saw
the ball over in three tries. The Rockland were visitors Monday at third by 14 pins. Gertrude Feyler ting the city's application through
The beginners' department, com- a distinct compliment to a young
yer and Mrs. Abbie Montgomery, i
furnished by Uncle Seth and his placement for conversion was low. the home of Mrs. Delora Morrill.
had 267 for high total, and had 97 the proper channels speedily and
Refreshments were served by the
sub-primary and first man who has been steadily forging : Hill Billies of Bangor.
Favors
The Raider kickoff went to the
Mr and Mrs. Byron Haining. Miss along with Ellen Prescott for high having lt accepted.
grade,
is
supervised
by
Mrs.
Ber

his
way
to
the
front
at
the
State
hostess assisted by Mrs Mont
given. Proceeds will be devoted to Rockland 1-yard line where a run- Beatrice Lane and Byron Ryder left single.
Mayor Veazie introduced Nor
nice Knights assisted by Misses Capital.
I Legion activities, especially for back of 18 yards followed. Rockgomery The Nov. 19 meeting will .
man Fitzpatrick, of Philadelphia,
Wednesday on a hunting trip in
Betty Fales and Frances Wotton.
The
committee
is
one
of
the
most
McRae's
(4)
—
McRae.
242;
Bird.
be held at the home of Mrs. Grace
boys called fcr training.
lard went 9 yards In three downs the vicinity of Lincoln.
Miss Jessie M Stewart is superin important that has to do with the
261; Estes. 241; Prescott. 254; representative of the Surplus Com
Andrews. Mrs. Minnie Newbert ,
modities Administration, who ex
Preparing for Banquet
and Chaples again punted. A Win
The Trytohelp Club met Monday Rackliff. 232; total. 1230.
will be the leader, using as topic i tendent of the primary depart State's financial affairs.
plained the stamp plan. He said
slow back took the ball on the 47 night at tlie home of Mrs. Evelyn
ment.
with
grades
two.
three
and
Thomaston
(D
—
Doherty,
228;
The
Outir.g
Club
feast
and
frolic
“The Family Pulls Up Stakes."
the plan has been successful in
and
ran
to
the
50-yard
line.
Cum

Cunningham
with
15
present.
Plans
four. Teachers in this department
Simple
truth
is
the
most
devas

Lakeman.
222;
R.
Peyler.
237;
Stet

at the Masonic hall Nov. 21 will
Mrs. Carl R. Gray has closed
are Mrs Isabel Shields. Mrs Fan tating weapon in the armory of 1 have another parcel post sale such mings recovered a fumble on the were made for the annual birthday son. 240; G. Feyler, 267; total, 1194. every area into which it has bcen
her Summer home at Pleasant
put into use. but that the success
nie Howard and Mrs. Betty Carter. saints.
as was held at the second annual 44-yard line. Rockland went to party which will be held Wednesday
Point and moved to the house on
ls not due to the administration,
the 35-yard line and lost the ball night at the Baptist vestry, instead
The junior-intermediate depart
supper;
also
entertainment
for
Hyler street owned by her son, i
TENANT’S HARBOR
but to the city Itself, by co-opera
ments ln charge of Mrs. Nina
young and old plus a fine dinner on downs. On the next play of Monday night due to the holiday.
Russell Gray.
At the communication of Eureka tion and hard work, enthusiasm
Gwazdosky was hit low by three Members of the Ladies' Circle will
Leach
have
as
teachers
for
the
prepared
by
Camden's
leading
Mrs. Hannah Hastings and Mrs.
Lodge F. A. M.. tonight. D. D. O. | and publicity.
players and the fumble flew 13 be special guests of the Club.
Junior girls. Miss Ruth Miller. Miss
chefs.
George Davis gave a surprise birth- I
Master Louis A. Walker of Rock
With the inauguration of the
Edmund
W.
Spear
went
to
Nobleards
where
Cates
recovered.
Rock

Nathalie
Bell
and
Mrs.
Priscilla
Dinner will be served continu
day party Tuesday night for Priscll- ;
land again lost the ball on downs. bore Monday for an Indefinite stay land will be the inspecting officer, new plan, the local commissary
Moss,
for
the
Junior
boys.
F.
L.
S.
ously
from
6
to
7.
A
special
chil

la Hastings at Mrs. Davis' home.
will be eliminated, except for
In the third quarter Winslow with his son and daughter-in-law SuPPef *dH be served at 6 33.
Morse, intermediate girls. Mrs.
dren's table will be in charge of
The W.C.T.U. will meet at the smell articles such as soap, etc.
kicked
to the goal line where Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spear
Helen Cole, intermediate boys. Rev.
Mrs. Cynthia Rich. Phillip Pitcher
Miss Ruby Thorndike of Freeport home of the president Nina leach
Mr. Leach. Miss Margaret Cran
has offered his services as dish Chaples ran it to the 20. Rock
don teaches the adult Bible class.
Cane holder John A. Fuller. 94.
washer and will be assisted by land got a first down and shortly was in town Tuesday calling on tonight at 739.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Harris have
Archie McLaughlin has been ac- i
others. The dining room will be after Winslow intercepted a pass. friends. She was dinner guest at
The general secretary is Miss
in charge of Olive Weaver, Mrs Soon after Winslow fumbled. the home of Mrs. Charles Wooster.* returned from New York, where cepted in the Coast Guard and is
Alice Tuttle and assistant secreMr. and Mrs. Harold Kaler of they were guests of Mr and Mrs now training in Baltimore.
Mary Nash and Mrs. Rose Boyn Rockland again took the ball to
Without Calomel - And You'll Jump Out ol ! Ury' Ml3S SaI1}' OraJ'
Attendance
Rockland
were dinner guests Mon Fred Wall.
midfield
where
both
teams
kicked
Mrs F. James Taylor went re
ton. assisted by Mrs. Lillian Pom
Bed in the Morning Rann' to Co
I since RalI>' Day thls year has
Mrs. Mary Mills of Gloucester. cently to New York where she exeroy. and Mrs. Marian McMinn back and forth for I he end of the day night at the home of Mr. and
The liver should pour~2 pints of bne
creased until it is now the largest
Mrs. Herbert Crockett.
into lour bowel.n every day. If this bile is
in years,
Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs pects to be employed for the Win
and 20 others whose names will quarter.
not flowing freely, your food may not diFrederick Cavanaugh, Ralph Fos H. A. Harris.
In
the
last
quarter
Winslow
took
ter.
be
announced.
Best. It may jui-t decay in the bowels. Then 1
the ball from the 35 and gained ter and Melville Welt of Battery E
ru bloats up your stomach. You get con
James Troup Jr . afld Olaf John-1
------------------The
parcel
post
package
sale
Is
Stuart
C.
Burgess,
attorney
at
stipated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
20 yards. Winslow fumbled again and Glenn Smith of Battery F. sta son recently went to Boston to! Unusual in the way of football
YOU DON'T HAVE in charge of Mrs. Dorothy Har
looks punk.
■ law. announces the opening of his
, ,** ‘Ss* thoM <tood- old Carter1! Little
tioned at Fort McKinley, were at visit friends.
trophies is an old Indian skull.
TO "BREAK-IN” mon. Mrs. Marian McMinn, Mrs and Rockland went to get two
new offices in the First National
Liver rills to get theae 2 pint, of bile flowAmong the oldest voters In St. i Each year Wittenberg College and
in« freely to make you feel “up and up "
Mabel Weymouth, Mrs. Dolly first dowr.6 only to loose the ball their homes here over the week
Bank building. 417 Main street,
Get a packaire today. Take aa directed.
George aie W. E. Sherer. 88; Mrs Ohio Wesleyan do battle for the
Green, and Mrs. Ethel Anderson on downs again. Winslow ran end.
telephone 416 Rcckiand.
Amating in makine bile Mow freely. Aili
Frank Rider went Wednesday to Elizabeth Barter, 90, and Post possssion of lt.
lor Carter's Little Liver Pills, toe end 25V,
Among the diversions will be free 20 yards for a first down but was
133.134.136 & 139
moving pictures, miniature bowl penalized 15 yards for clipping. On North Haven where he will spend
the remainder of the week.
ing tournaments, guessing games, the next play half of the Winslow
At the stated meeting of Harbor
dancing, bridge and pool tourna team broke loose and were run
ning for a touchdown but the run Light Chapter O.E.S. held Tuesday
ments.
arrangements were made for Ouest
to
Prizes will be offered in the bowl ner tripped on his own interference
ing games for the high single on the 30-yard line. The raiders Officers' Night which will be obstring, and for the high five were penalized for offsides but ' served at the next meeting, Nov.
made up on the next play with a j 19 An entertaining program is bestring totals: the miniature bowl
arranged by Worthy Matron
ing will be in charge of Mrs. Dora pass. Gwazdosky threw a pass to 1
Roderic who lateraled to Morissette Nellie Staples and refreshments will
Packard assisted by Ethel Savage
who ran 10 yards for the touch- .be served after the work,
and Dorothy Dexter.
Guessing
down. The placement for con- | Miss Mary Cavanaugh has re
games will be held under the man
version was blocked and an at- turned from a weekend visit with
Fancy Native Fowl............................... lb .23
Protect vour home and your family
agement of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
tempt to run the blocked kick her sister, Mrs. Harriett Clark at
against the rigors of winter with
Crone, Percy Keller and George
Large Roasting Chickens....................... lb .30
Dyer. Harold Nash, will preside over was downed on the 15-yard Hope Valley, R. I.
heating equipment and necessary
line. Winslow kicked off to Rock- | William Ingraham and Herbert
Little Pig Pork Roasts.......................... lb .20
over one type of game, assisted by
insulating repairs,—and be merry
land who ran it to the 45-vard | Hoche left Sunday on a hunting
These are nice ribs, sweet and tender.
Every
pair of CNXA JETTICKS is
ry na
Gilbert Harmon. Elmer True, Jeswith the money you save on these
line. Cates threw a pass to Stor- 1 trip in Eastern Maine. Mrs. In“hand-flexed ’ by a special process
|
sie
Hosmer
ar.d
others.
Dancing
Armour
’s Star Hams.......................... lb .23
fine quality articles when you buy
graham and children are at the
which eases up the sole — and
Whole or half hams.
is in charge of Harleigh McMinn er who lateraled to Chaples and home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
(hem here! Come in today and tali
makes EXXA JETTICKS comfortable
Ken Libby and Charles Dailey ran to the 38. Rockland passed Mikko Lofman in Rockville during
over your needs with our well in
.18
the very first time you wear them.
Ham Faces........................................ lb
who have engaged the Orphic or again and the game ended with Mr. Ingraham's absence.
formed clerks. They’ll help you get
We bone and roll these—they are nice to roast or boil.
the
ball
ln
Rockland's
pcsseslon
on
the best articles for your own par
chestra. Free moving pictures will
.22
Leadership Shoulders.......................... lb
ticular purpose!
be shown by Milford Payson and the Raider 30-yard line.
This
week
it
will
be
Westbrook
.22
Duz—new washing powder.......... Ige pkg
Elisha Richards.
in the final game of the season, and
Ticket sale is headed by Miss
Waldo County Green Mt. Potatoes .... peck .20
"Flowing Gold," the glowing saga
RADIATOR SHIELDS
Winifred Burkett, George Thomas with an improved pass defense and
*)%" wide, heavy gauge steel,
improved blocking Rockland should I of life on the oil fields aided and
100 pound bag.................................. 1.20
and Harold Corthell. Tickets on
baked finish; sizes 19 to 35.
Cook white and mealy.
make it an interesting afternoon abetted by “Covered Wagon Days"
sale at the hall will be handled bymake a well rounded program for
59c
No.
1 Cans Superba Elberta Peaches.... can .15
John Tewksbury, F. W. Miller, and for the visitors.
Friday and Saturday. “Flowing
Rockland
Winslow
Sizes 25 to 47
John Mathews.
Three
cans .......................40
Pietroski, le ..... .
re, Fehorovich Gold," featuring Pat O'Brien, John
Sliced or halves—these are perfect for shortcakes
I'met
Pool tournaments will be held
79c
Garfield and Frances Farmer ls
Page,
lt
............................
rt,
Paige
or sauce.
Walnut or Ivory finish
with Lloyd Richardson in charge
another "Boom Town." Rich ln
Alton French and Mrs. Eugene Kalloch, lg ............... rg. Larochelle tradition, brimming with action,
*5
.10
Superba
20 Oz. Tomato Juice.............. can
Rich are in charge of the solicita Call, c ..... ............... .... c, Mathiew glowing with romance and full of
BOWL HEATER
WINDOW VENTILATOR
Cummings,
rg
.............
lg.
Quirion
.45
Campbell
’
s
Tomato
Soup
................
6
cans
tion of food.
America's Smartest ITalking Shoes
McConchie. rt ............... K. Varney laughter; this brilliant story is
Canada
Dry
Ginger
Ale
........
Ige
bots,
2
for
.25
playing
to
capacity
houses
Ellis, re .................
le,Roderic
(for contents)
In addition to the base pay the
Storer, qb
.............
qb,Tardiff throughout the country.
army gives extra pay for hazardous
.25
Small bots................................. 3 for
“Covered Wagon Days" featur
Cates, rhb
............. lhb. Maillet
•
(for contents)
432 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME. and highly skilled work, special as- Chaples. lhb .......... rhb. Arsenault ing the Three Mesquiteers, Bob
Keeps out snow, rain and
___ i vignments and medals received for
.10
Slack Salted Eastport Pollock................ lb
drafts, but permits plenty of
Bodman. fb ........ lb. Gwazdosky Livingston, Raymond Hatton and
fresh air to enter. Hardwood
Rockland substitutes, linemen; Duncan Renaldo, is an action
.25
Native
Cranberries
........................
2
qts
frame, oil stain finish to with
Mazzeo. Ames, Sylvestri, Call. Snow. packed story of early American his
.25
Baxter
’
s
Cut
Refugee
Stringless
Beans,
2
cans
stand the weather. Metal cen
Small. Galiano. Dowling. Winslow tory and the smuggling of silver
ter, adjustable 20 to 33 inches
Six cans for.......................................... 65
substitutes, linemen: Varney. Kim across the Mexican border.
Finish Chrome; Very Special bv 8 inches high.
On stage Saturday night only
ball. Williams. Quimby, Witham,
Sea Toast Pilot Bread...................... pkg .21
25c
Naborosky, Page, Swift, and backs Tex Thorne, the popular WABI
This is popular with our trade.
$3.19
THE
Mcriettee. Bouthet, Huard. Dennis. broadcaster, is making a welcome
Big
Buster Pop Corn............... .... 3 lbs .25
This response to
FOLDING
Touchdowns, Gwazdosky and appearance.
Weather
Pineapple
Juice......................
cans .25
many
requests
and
he
is
to
be
Morisette.
BRIDGE TABLE
sided by "Crackers" and Danny
.22
strip
Officials:
Umpire,
McLeod.
Ref

Chase
&
Sanborn
Coffee
............
..........
lb
A sturdy, well constructed card
Patt.
eree, Cutts. Linesman, Austin.
table with
inch three-ply
Heavy felt
Peanut Brittle........................ .. 1 lb box .20
wood top guaranteed not to
weather
.25
Large Packages Rye Crisp.......
warp. The wood top gives this
strip. Easy
Thus is nice if you seem to be getting a little stout.
table greater strength and dur
to put on.
.25
Juice Oranges........................ ....... doz
ability. Colors: Red or Green.
17 feet—
“SEVEN SINNERS"
Sizes: 30"x30”.
McIntosh
Apples
............................
peck .25
As a lovely cafe singer who goes | Auer as a magician who prefers
$1.69
10c
Monogram Chocolates........................... lb .35
laughingly from one tropical island ! pocket-picking, move through the
Tastes like more money.
to
another,
leaving
romantic
trouble
1
picture
with
her
as
a
weird
triumWe sell Window Glass, all sizes
• No constant running to the cellar to nurse the fire
New
California Diamond Walnuts............ lb .28
in her wake. Miss Dietrich essays virate. Also filling an important
Hog Pitch, lb 8c.
Pure Gum Rosin, lb 8c
wben you burn 'blue coal'. This top quality Pennsylvania
the type of role that has made her role is Albert Dekker as a dissolute
hard coal snaps into action fast on zero momings-makes
one of the all-time stars of the young ship's-doctor who is reformed
PLEASE REMEMBER STORE IS CLOSED MONDAY
a roaring fire on freezing days—banks readily in mild
by his love for the singer.
screen.
weather. Try it in your home.
Anna Lee, young British star,
Wayne is seen as a young naval
officer attached to an American makes her debut in American films
island base, and the course of his in the role of the island governor’s
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
infatuation for the beautiful and winsome daughter, and the gover
Telephone 72
"FORMERLY VEAllE'i"
mysterious entertainer brings the nor is portrayed by Samuel S.
743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17
Hinds, who scored Impressively as
story to its dramatic climax.
„ 441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND V
Crawford, as a beached navy man ' the crooked mayor in ‘Destry
TUNE IN ON "THE SHADOW" EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON'
Who worships Miss Dietrich, apd Rides Again,”

THOMASTON

By The Overhead

Is Again Honored

The Community
Bowling
League

Community
Bowling League

Food Stamp Plan

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

s5

WEEK-END & HOLIDAY
SPECIALS

Comique Theatre

McLAIN SHOE STORE

[blue coal WAY

... 2

MAKES HOME HEATING

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

rOoAr

J. A. JAMESON CO.

tf ■ PAINTS* STOVES • KITCHENWARE
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OCl ETY.
Dr. N. A. Fogg has returned to
Corner Club was entertained
Valley Head. Mass., after being Monday afternoon at the home of
home to cast his ballot.
Mrs. Mida Packard. Pleasant street.
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson had
Mrs. Helen Fales and Mrs. Lura high score in bridge, and refresh
Fales will spend the Winter at El ments were served.
Tovar Hotel, St. Petersburg, Fla.
The Misses Helene Carnes. Bev
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Young erly Bowden, Laura Myrick and
and daughter Rosalie are visiting Mrs. Donald Saunders were hos
Mrs. Young s parents ln South La tesses at a gala costume Halloween
grange. Mrs. Young was formerly party Friday night at tlie home of
of New’ Sweden.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Saunders. En
tertainment consisted of dancing
Mrs. J. Richard Bemis of Lewis and games, and refreshments were
ton was in the city Tuesday, coming served. The rooms were appropri
to-'attend the 50th anniversary of ately decorated ln black and orange.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge. Mrs. Bemis It was agreed that Donald Simmcns,
Herbert Gregory and Stephen Kirk
is a past noble grand.
patrick wore the prize costumes.
Mrs. George W. Smith, Summer Others present were Dorothy Cas
street entertained her contract club sidy, Thursa Lunt, Katherine
Tuesday afternoon, with two tables Drake, Rosalie Harvey, Victoria Alix
and Hazel Crocker and Herbert
in play.
Lewis, John Drake, Leon Esar.cy,
Clarence Leonard and Otis Drake.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for
Miss Vivian Strout of Broadway
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming underwent an appendicitis opera
ln every day at moderate prices. tion Monday at Knox Hospital.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block.
Lieut. Ellsworth T. Rundlett, Jr.
School street, Rockland.
107-tf
was at his home on Talbot avenue
Saturday and on return to Fort
McKinley was accompanied by
Mrs. Rundlett and twin sons, who
will make their home there. Mrs.
John O. Stevens accompanied
them for the weekend, returning
HEED THIS ADVICEil
home Tuesday.

MIDDLE-AGL
WOMEN
Thousands of women
go smiling thru "trying
times" with Lydia E.
Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound—famous
for over SO years In re
lieving female func
tional troubles. Try ltl

Misses' reversible coats—tweeds,
twills, corduroys—sizes 10 to 20.
Just 15 of them, $13.75 to $16.75
values. Special for Friday and Sat
urday $10 at Mansfield's.—adv.

Lieut. Bernard F. Freeman of |
Fort. McKinley spent Tuesday with
his mother, Mrs. Rose Freeman,
Granite street.

Mrs. Arthur W. Doherty and
daughter Sylvia are visiting in
Boston.

Camden Milk Fund
Audience Liked the Pup
peteers and Awaits
Explorer Sorensen

The performance presented by
The Misses Josephine Farring the Victor Charles Puppeteers
ton. Marie Dodge and Frances Tuesday night for the benefit of
D Agostino were hostesses Satur
day night at a delightful farewell the School Milk Fund was very
party in the tower room, in honor well received by a delighted audi
of Miss Cynthia McAlman, who ence. Mark Twain's famous comedy
goes soon to Kittery to reside. The "Tom Sawyer" was the feature of
attractive decorations were ln the evening. Mr. Charles used large
Autumn colors of brown, yellow | puppets of models of screen favo
and green, and in the center of the rites. A rollicking revue featured
room was a huge bag fined with the second part. A clever skating
balloons which were released later girl and clown were particularly
in the evening for a special dance. well done.
Tuesday, Nov. 12, the audience
Lollipops were given as favors to
the 90 guests, and a gift was pre will be privileged to meet Clarence
sented to Miss McAlman. Refresh W. Sorensen, explorer and editor.
ments were served. Miss Emma Mr. Scrensen ls a Fellow of the
Harding was chaperone, and Wil Royal Geographical Society. He Is
a newspaper correspondent and
liam Atwell assisted the hostesses.
commentator, previously with the
The Woman's Mission Circle of New York Times and now editor of
the First Baptist Church met Wed Globe. While official photographer
nesday afternoon at the home of on an expedition led by the Crown
Mrs. Frances Ryder.
A goodly ’ Prince of Sweden, he had rare ad
number of women were present venture ln Arabia and will bring
and enjoyed a program on the his wonderful moving pictures of
American Migrant.
Miss Alice that expedition under the title,
Erskine read a very choice paper ' Clashing Empires In Arabia." Mr.
on the subject and Abbie Hanscom j Sorensen is considered one of the
added a brief word of description J best present day speakers, and old
young will thrill at his story
of those needy folk. Lillian Joyce I and
and pictures, next Tuesday. Re
sang a solo, Mrs. MacDonald con
ducted devotions.
Refreshments served seats for the progTam may be
were served by Mrs. Ryder, Mrs. obtained at the Village Shop.
Hanscom and Miss Erskine. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Ludden of
Spring showed a number of Inter
of
Lincoln have been the guests
esting slides that afforded a very
this week of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
pleasant ending to a profitable and
1 C. Gregory'
pleasant afternoon.
Mrs. Leland Lowell and Miss ArI lene Sprowl were hostesses Fri
day night at a surprise miscellan
eous shower ln the form of a
I Halloween party. In honor of Miss
Ruth Rogers, at the home of Mrs.
Lowell's mother. Mrs. Nellie Phlli brook. Trinity street. Games were
played and buffet lunch was
served. Miss Rogers was the re
cipient of many nice gifts. Guests
were Miss Loretta Rogers. Mr. and
Mrs. Adelbert Newbert. Miss Mil
dred Ferrin, Mrs. Nellie Philbook.
Mrs Julia Poet. Nell Russell and
Robert and Lawrence Philbrook.
all of Rocklar.d. and May Fuller
of Clark Island. Mr. and Mrs. Lej land Lowell, Clayton Pease and
Robert Hupper of Port Clyde and
William Rytky of St. George.

Friday and Saturday

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
SUNDAY MORNING
Dr. Lowe begins a series of sermons on

“FAITH IN A DIVINE PURPOSE IN
A WORLD OF CONFUSION”
IS SUCH A FAITH OF ANY VALVE IN LIFE?
HOW VAN WE KEEP IT?
ARE YOU CONFUSED. DISTURBED?
HEAR THESE SERMON'S!

HELP PREVENT
COLDS developing

LOTTE McLAUOHLIN, Soloist

THIS QUICK, At first sneeze, sniffle,

uiMnv
HANUT wav
WAT

LSJOHN WAYNE

V

FURS

a.

LUCUN K. GRKN

Axf

i

ALBERT DEKKER
IRODERKK CRAWFORD
MISCHA AUER
WHY GILBERT-ANNA IH
SAMUEL S. HINDS
OSCAR HOMOLKA

BURDELL S DRESS SHOP

Friday and Saturday

GEI4E AUTRY

DRESSES

CLOTH COATS

Odd FeUewa Bltlg. Upstairs

The Courier-Gazette

Week Days.
Sundays,

kn "0>l

.

NOW PLAYING
“CHRISTMAS IN JULY”
with
DICK POWELL, ELLEN DREW

Strand

16 SchOOl St., ROCkland

VICKS VA TRO NOL

Added
MARCH OF TIME
BRITAIN'S ROYAL AIR
FORCES

SON

or
nasal vtcka
Irritation,
put.
a unle
Va.tro

nol up each nostril. Its stimulating
action aids Nature’s defenses against
the cold. Keep lt bandy. Use lt early.

'<•I

'

Donqeroo

[V id.e.t.r.

892

2.00, 6.30, 8.30
3.00, 6.30, 830

Coming Soon
“NORTHWEST MOUNTED
POLICE”
in technicolor
GARY COOPER
MADELEINE CARROLL

TODAY
ROSEMARY LANE
“ALWAYS A BRIDE"

PERMANENT
Take advantage of our Specials—

PENCIL DEAL
on Record
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OR GENERAL USE
(limited time only)

$7.00 PERMANENT................... $5.00
$5.00 PERMANENT................... $3.50

Imprinted in Gold Letters

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR
ROCKLAND
ASK FOR MR. PILRRE

TEL. 122

Your cwn name and address, school, or your
place of business
One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
An offer as sensational as this has been made
possible only through close co-operation with
one of America's largest manufacturers.
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.

18 Pencils,
30 Pencils,
60 Pencils,

$ .70
1.00
1.75

I Assorted Colors)
Postage 12c

144 Pencils,

$2.75

(Yellow only)
Postage 15c

In writing quality, length of use, and appear
ance, you’ll declare them the equal of pencils
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
gon shape rounded corners, Number 2 medium
soft black lead; best for general use.
Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.

Mail your order today.

But Miriam Rebekah
Lodge Kicks Up Its Heels
Like a Yearling

This And That

Work Of Red Cross
A Powerful Organization
and Some of the Things
It Has Done

A celebration of the 50th anni- ■
Women volunteers gave 11.868.107
versary of Miriam Rebekah Lodge
hours of work, or approximately
was held Tuesday night, with an ex
1.480.000 eight-hour days, in Red
cellent supper and Interesting pro- I
Oross special services during the
gram featuring the event. Aurora'
Lodge of Belfast was a special
past year, according to the annual
By K. 8. P.
guest, being the lodge which In- j
report of the organization.
stituted Miriam Lodge. The beau
The greatest number of women
tiful candlelight service was excep
The very first people known as were engaged in the production of
tionally well done, Mrs. Marjorie
garments, knitting and sugical
Cummings singing "Beautiful Isle a nation were the Egyptians.
$ • $ 4
dressings for foreign war relief.
of Somewhere." Charter members
present were Mr. and Mrs. O. B. ■ Think of this: 33.133.000 turkeys The report shows that in 1.956 Red
Lovejoy, Mrs. May V. Richardson ] will head for the market this Cross Chapters throughout the
nation. 515.000 women volunteers
and Albert Achorn of Camden be month. Poor heads.
engaged in the war relief work. As
• • • •
ing unable to attend.
a result of thelr volunteered work
The
program
Included
a
fine
re

When
you
go
to
Washington,
POMONA OFFICERS INSTALLED
ing time, they produced 1,201,571
Fred Ludwig of Washington was port of the Rebekah Assembly in D. C„ do not fall to see the fresco garments. 9.958.201 surgical dress
Banger
by
Mrs.
Vivian
Harden,
i
on
the
Post
Office
Department
elected and Installed master of
ings and 29.900 layettes for infants
Kncx Pomona Grange for the third Junior past noble grand. Remarks Building, for it ls an outstanding up to the fiscal year ending June
were
made
by
Deputy
Grand
Master
mural of beauty.
consecutive year at the annual
30.
$ • * •
meeting of Knox Pomona Grange Percy M. Wallace of Portland, As
Volunteers also produced for
Life
should
be
a
beautiful
and
sembly
Secretary
Grace
W.
Knowl

held Saturday with White Oak
chapter distribution 26.395 gar
inspiring
journey
and
would
be
if
ton
of
Belfast
and
Mrs.
Inez
Cros

Grange. North Warren. The offi
ments and 220 663 articles for
cers were installed by James Dor by of Camden, treasurer of A.R.A. it were not for hate and greed chapter emergency closets. Christ
A
history
of
the
progress
cf
the
and
lack
of
the
highest
honor
that
nan of East Union, a past grange
Lodge, written by Miss Doris Hyler,' has been given to the children of mas bags sent to sollders and
deputly, assisted by J. O. Jameson
sailors on overseas duty numbered
as marshal, Miss Athleen Robinson was read toy Mrs. Edith Richards. men, love and fear of God. Cour 18 834/ The Braille Corps tran
Other
guests
were
Mrs.
Percy
ageous
travelers
through
this
life
of North Warren, as regalia bearer;
scribed 462.857 pages and dupli
Mrs MAude Payson of East Union, Wallace and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lit- I look to the spacious firmament on cated 683.106 pages. Persons served
tlefleld
of
Portland,
Luke
8.
Da(
high
with
all
the
blue
ethereal
sky
as emblem bearer, Mrs. Ada Simp
vis, past grand representative and ' as the great poet has pointed out, by the Canteen Corps numbered
son of Thomaston as pianist, and
80599. The Braille Corps showed
Mrs Ruby Allen of Rockland as so Mrs. Addie Brown, vice president of and try to live worthy this grand an increase of more than 21 per
Assembly
of
Maine,
Canton
Aux

panoply
of
glory
that
comes
with
loist.
the rise of the sun and ends not cent in Its production over the
Other officers installed were; iliaries.
After
the
meeting,
a
playlet
‘
The
with the going down of this health ' previous year, and more than one
Overseer, David Carroll of Union;
Old
Maids'
Tea
Party,"
was
presenti
giving orto of warmth, for beauty thousand women took the training
lecturer, Mrs. Doris Miller of Wash
course and became Gray Ladles,
ington; steward, Cheater Butler of ed .those taking part being Mrs. follows through the night with joining the Recreation and Hos
Union; assistant steward, Arthur Helen Paladino, Mrs. Nettie Stewart. starlight and moonglon' to give pital Corps.
Johnston of Washington; chaplain. Mrs. Winnie Horton, Mrs. Agnes cheer and courageous understand
Expansion in the Motor Corps
Mrs Adelaide Norwood of Warren; Harding. Mrs. Maude Cables and ing.
• • • •
and Nurses’ Aides are anticipated
treasurer, Walter Ayer of Union; Mrs. Lizzie French. Another fea
Por the past ten days, from the during the forthcoming year to
secretary, Mrs. Bemys Jameson of ture was a minuet danced by Miss
tt
’
riter's
western window, she has j the report states. Applicants for
Emma
Harding.
Mrs.
Lina
Carroll,
Waldoboro; gate-keeper. Earl Maxey
j the national defense emergency,
of Thomaston; Ceres. Mrs. Nancy Mrs. Jessie Snowman, Miss Virginia been greatly intrigued with watch
the Motor Corps will be required
ing
school
boys
gaily
running
up
Post.
Mrs.
Marjorie
Cummings
and
Ayer of Union: Pomona, Mrs. Gert
to take the standard Red Cross
over
the
hill
back
of
George
McMrs.
Lena
Rollins
all
dressed
ln
rude Ludwig of Washington; Flora,
first aid course, and also certain
Mrs Amelia Dornan of East Union; old fashioned costumes. Mrs. Vic- Laughlin's and then busy under
lady assistant steward, Mrs. Janet toria Clements was pianist and the large trees and up In them. j Instruction In motor mechanics.
Because of the large number of
Memory harks back years in a
Johnston of Washington: member solclst.
An anniversary cake, topped with flash, when her three boys enjoyed | recruits to Production Corps ranks.
of the executive committee. Albert
white frosting and gold lettering those delicious achorns and came It was possible to continue unGoss of Union.
was
cut by Noble Grand Ora Wood ln with pockets bulging through I abated the rrakirg of surgical
Candidates who received the fifth
degree were Curtis Tolman. Mrs cock and was served with ice cream the Fall season. We are wonder- ’ dressings for local hospitals and
. _ ___ ___ .________ _____ _ I clinics and the knitting and sewJanet Wiley. Mrs. Florence Feyler. by past noble grands.
The supper was given by the Re- acorns are to be found about Rock- , Ing of garments for local distribu
and Miss Marlon Campbell of White
bekah Circle, and the dining room j land,
tion.
Oak Grange, North Warren, and
....
Volunteers engaged In other Red
Miss Eleanor Gregory of Weymouth was attractively decorated In white j
and gold. Mrs. Annie Aylward was
Chick-a-dee-dee-dee-dee-dee! We Cross services are estimated by
Grange, Thomaston.
The next meeting of Knox Po chairman, and working in the now have for possibly our last bird the annual report to number 579.mona Grange will be Dec. 7 with kitchen were Mrs. Tena Wiggin, call of the season. How we miss 708 persors. These are men and
Evening Star Grange, at Washing Mrs. Agnes Harding, Mrs. Joseph the cheery notes above our heads women and include those who give
Hamlin , Mrs. Addie Brown, Mrs. j calling us to thankfulness for all volunteer time in first aid. life
ton.
Elizabeth Moody and Mrs. Susie the lavish pleasures that come free- saving and accident prevention
work; in Junior Red Cross, ln Red
I The Junior Women's Club was Davls. The dining rocm was ln ly to our ears.
• • • •
Cross nursing services, In military
entertained Monday night at the charge of Miss Hyler and Mrs. CarIt was Hazlitt's dictum that "Men and naval welfare service, ln work
home of Mrs. Elzada N. Barstow. roll. and waitresses were Miss Louise
Ocean street, with 22 members at But'.er, Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett, i at first produce effect by studying among veterans, and as adminis
tending. Mrs. Margaret Stone of Mrs. Mae Gregory, Mrs. B’.aisdell nature and afterwards look at na- trative officers and Roll Call work
and Miss Mertie Crockett.
j ture to produce effects.”
ers of Red Cross Chapters.
Thomaston and Mrs Eleanor John
Mrs.
Rana
Roblnscn.
vice
grand
....
son were assisting hostesses. A pro
Charles Dawes says the budget
gram followed the short business was general chairman of the sueUnder-arm
cessful
affair,
ably
assisted
by
Miss
!
can
be balanced. Good, and when?
meeting and Miss Emma Harding
Doris
Hyler,
Mrs.
Llna
Carroll,
and
I
....
interestingly reviewed “The Fam
Mrs. Flora Post.
I That highly astute and brUliant
ily* by Nina Fedorova. Miss Mary'
safety
____________
old incorporation known to the
Lawry. who was counselor last
Mrs Gertrude Burrows was hos- I world as Vassar College once was
Summer ln the Katherine Ridge
way camp in Jefferson, gave a tess Monday night to Shakespeare 1 covered by the name of "Vassar
Female College" It still Is, but I
summary of "Life in a Girls’ Sum Society, with 20 members present. the name ls now simply Vassar '
Miss
Mabel
Sprirg
read
an
instruc

mer Camp" and fine pictures were
College and known to millions as
shown of camp life, with the assis tive paper on "The Channel Ports simply Vassar.
tance of Miss Jane MlUer of of England- and France.’’ and un
• • $ $
Thomaston, who also showed moving der the direction of Mrs. Eva Hel
An old Arabian proverb reads
lier
the
third
act
of
King
John
pictures of the Red Cross Aquatic
thus: "'Live with him who prays
School. Tea was served during was read. Those taking part were and thou prayest; live with the
Mrs.
Dora
Bird.
Mrs.
Jane
Beach.
the social hour. The next meeting
singer and thou slngest."
Dec. 2 will be held at the home Miss Ellen Cochran. Mrs Burrows.
• • • •
1. Does not rot dresses, does
Mrs.
Vanessa
Cowan,
Mrs.
Ruth
of Mrs. Jane Hall. Oak street.
Wild
life
is
toeing protected and
not irritate skin.
buingwood, Mrs. Rosa Littlefield,
2. No waning to dry.Can be used
greatly encouraged to develop ir.
Miss
Spring.
Mrs.
Emily
Stevers.
Miss Joy Bowden has gone to
right after shaving.
some of the Southern arras. 58 900
3. Instantly stops perspiration
Fort McKinley where she will make Mrs. Josephine Rice. Mrs. Oertrude acres ln North Carolina being
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
her home with Mr. and Mrs. Ells Wooster and Mrs. Hellier. A guest taken over by the Interior Depart
from perspiration.
meeting wiU be held Dec. 30. when
worth T. Rundlett, Jr.
ment.
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
Allston Smith, submaster at Rock
• • • •
less vanishing cream.
land High School, will read Robert
"They are never alone who are
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Sherwood's “There Shall Be No
Approval Seal of the American
Night," which Is now being shown accompanied by noble thoughts,"
Institute of Laundering for
on Broadway starring Lynn Fon said Sir Philip• Sidney.
being harmless to fabrics.
• • •
taine and Alfred Lunt. The play ls
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
Here Is idvlce from someone of
a stirring drama of Finland, and
have been told. Try a jar today I
the medical fraternity who has
the proceeds will be given to the
been looking into the value of car
Red Cross. Mrs. Dora Bird asked
rots and he tells us If our eyes
fcr volunteers to aid in the Red
bother us t, eat plenty of carrots. OA*
*torr« M-lling I nil* I gonda
Cross drive, and Mrs. Burrows,
|(|
J-r.
Carotene ls the active substance jyr a jar
Miss Cochran and Mrs. Cowan off
found in carrots and it has been
ered their services.
The next
tested and found greatly beneficial
meeting will be Nov. 18. at the
tc eyes. So. be good to your eyes
home of Mrs. Rosa Littlefield, Tal
NOW ON DISPLAY AT
and eat plenty of carrots.
bot avenue.
• • • •
•SF ARS ORDI R OFFICK
The YMCA, of the United
States which boasts 2.000000 boys
G R A P H I ( • S
|-» I
and men. has as Its national lead
er, Eugene Barnett who has for
the past 26 years been a deeply
Interested man for this great work.
I
THEATRE
It oi,den
Id 95T Traveled extensively and in touch
' with the youth problems of the
world.
Mr. Barnett is a man
THURSDAY, NOV. 7
worthy this great trust, highly
Al
Last Times Today
educated, a leader among men of
Warrior, Lover, Statesman
the most brilliant and Christian
principles. Rockland has been the
“BRIGHAM YOUNG,
heavy loser since it decided It was
America has spoken. It's bet
FRONTIERSMAN”
unable to support a YMCA. Every
with
ting its future on you and It’s
man who lives today In this city
Tyrone Power, Linda Darnell
backing you 100 percent.
and had contact with that grand
organization will tell you that the
FRIDAY-SATURDAY.
NOV.
8-8
Here's to you and UNITY.
loss ls great.
Double Feature
• • • •
Here's to that grand old Flag
BOVS’MB KNIT
Maine
women
are full of poetry
“FLOWING GOLD”
we all love better than life itself.
It
would
seem.
At
every
whip
with
stitch we find some Maine woman
Pat O'Brien,
John Garfield
May heaven give you both the
being publicized for a poem she
Franres Farmer
courage, strength and judgment
has created. This time it's Miss
j Miry Briggs of Canton who has
“COVERED WAGON
to guide America along the paths
, had a work included in a volume
DAYS”
of righteousness. liberty and
of contemporary poetry. The poem
with
3 Hr 98®
3**111
book is called World's Fair Anopportunity.
The Three Mesquiteers
j thology of Verse. Miss Briggs'
Medium wrisM'
On Stage Saturday Evg. Only
That is the prayer tonight at
fleeced. F.mou. P‘ «
poem was selected from 14.000 or
TEX THORNE, W ABI Singer
more. She is a student at Farm
American bedsides ... to which
“CRACKERS” A DANNY PATT ington State Normal School.
we add . ..
• • * •
CnMdy Mnif ,o oui
'He who all things forgives con
SUN.-MON..
NOV.
10-11
Amen.
quers himself and all things else.
Knox County Premiere
[ and lives above the reach of wrong
Rockland Will Not Play These
or hate or fear, calm as the gods
Watch For—
to whom he ls most dear." This,
was said by Whittier and is a les
“BLONDIE
SEARS. ROEBUCK ANO CO I
son for everyone.

A special series of timely morn
ing sermons will be opened Sunday
by Dr. John Smith Lowe at the
Universalist Church under the
general title of “Faith in a Divine
Purpose in a World of Confusion."
Dr. Lowe, deep student of world
affairs, brings these opportune
thoughts bearing on the world of
tcday. Is faith ln a divine purpose
of any value in life? How can we
keep lt? Are you confusd or dis
turbed ? Lotte McLaughlin will be
soloist at all the services.

New
Cream Deodorant

Stops Perspiration

r—■■

Congratulations,

Messrs. Roosevelt

Others $2.00
336 MAIN STREET

Dr. John Smith Lowe Will
Open Series of Sunday
Morning Sermons At the
Universalist Church

Fifty Years Old

ARRID

Why wonder as to where to have your next

offers the Biggest

On Timely Theme

Page Sever

SPECIAL SALE

GOLD FISH

25>
This deal consists of—
One Crystal Modernistic Bowl
Two Gold Fish, 2 to 3 inch
Special Colored Jewels
Marine Grass and Fish Food
All the above for only 25 cents

A Very Good Value!

H. H. CRIE & CO.
HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS
328 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY, ARMISTICE DAY

—i

ComiquE

and Wallace

union suns

,34« 44«’

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294

<16 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

PLAYS CUPID”
“So You Won’t Talk”
with
JOE E. BROWN

• • « •

The United States Navy is the j
sword and cutlass of free men, the
wall of strength to the American
nations and in lt lies hope pf con
tinuing the American way of Ufe. 1

433 Main St.

Tel. 1380

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 7,1940

Paqe Eight

In Superior Court
Court
convened
Wednesday)
morning at 10 o'clock, with Justice
Oecrge L. Emery presiding and
Fred L. Wilson of Portland acting 1
as stenographer. J. H. Montgomery
and R. I. Thompson, two cf the old
est members of the bar, were not
present at the opening session,
which is a very unusual occurrence
After the calling of the docket
Judge Emery commended Clerk of
Courts Miltcn M. Orlffln for the
verv excellent condition of the
docket and stated that many ccunt es would do well to pattern after
the manner in which the Knox
County docket is kept.
• • • •
Court will adjourn from Satur
day morning until Tuesday noon, on
aceount cf Armistice Day.
• • • •
Following is a list of appeals from
the Rockland Municipal Court:
State vs. A. Ccbb Peterson for,
violation of automobile laws.
State vs. Chester Wall for ille
gal possession of lobsters.
State vs. Edward C. Davis for
reckless driving.
State vs. Chester Reed for intoxi- 1
cation.
State vs. Chester Reed for intoxi
cation.
State vs Henry Hendrickson for
intoxication.
State va. Parker Norcross for in
toxication.
State vs. Fred M. Blackington for
operating a motor vehicle while un
der influence of intoxicating liquor.
State vs. Leander Davis for ille
gal killing cf a dog.
State vs. Alton Carver for viola
tion of automobile laws.
State vs Alton Carver for cperating a mctor vehicle without a
license.
State vs. Calvin Beal Sr., and
Calvin Beal, Jr., for illegal posses
sion of lobsters.
• • • •
Charles S Montgomery of Owl's
Head was elected foreman of the
Grand Jury and Miss Ethel Rackliff
of Rockland was elected clerk. The
other members are: Carl O. Borgersen, Rcckland: John Cunningham.
Union; John E. Davis. Warren,
Mrs. Lucia O Cooley. Cushing: Mrs.
Helen H
Gregory, Rockport:

Members of The Knox County Grand Jury

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE
Mar.y of thoae gnawing, nagging, painful
Lackachca pc ;>le blame ( n c< Ida or atraina are
eften eau!*d hy tired kidneys—and may be
relieved when treated in the right wav.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way cf taking
excess acids and poisonous waate out of the
1 lood. They help uio»t t>eople pass about 3 pints
a day.
If the 15 miles of kidnev tubes and filters
don’t work well, poia nous waste matter stays
in the blood. These poisons may start naggir.c
backaches. rh« amatic pains, loss of pep and
cocrgy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
tinder the eyes, headaches snd dixxineu. Fre
quent or scanty pa**ages with smarting snl
t urning win-uni-a .Low, there is something
Trone with v >ur kidneys or bladder.
Ilun’t wait! Ask your druggist lor Doan's
rills, used sueremtully by millions [or over 40
years. They give happy rebel snd will help the
15 miles of kidney luliea hush out poisonoua
waste from your blood. Get boau a cilia.

Girls’ Needlework
N. Y. A. Lassies Make
Fine Display Of It In
Gonia’s Window
In observance of American Art
Week the girls cf the local National
Ycuth Administration project are
making an exhibit of their needle
work in Gonia's window.
This presentation of their work
includes the type of slips and
dresses made for tlie City Store as
well as sample applique playsuits.
sun bonnet suits, and dresses ot va
rious types.
Among tlie high points of the
exhibit is the crochet work done by
Rosalie Harvey: Crochet Luncheon
set. in white, contains 1575 yards;
or her own home, one of two pairs
ot curtains. Another exquisitely
executed piece nearly completed is
a chair set. Miss Harvey's needle
point is distinguished by tine work
manship also.
Extremely pleasing are the cro
cheted chair set by Edith Oray and
crocheted centerpiece in ecru and
blue by Irena Allen.
The well-designed shadow ap
plique quilt for a baby was made by
four project girls.

Oxeye Daisy: This is what this
little dress is called, all yellow and sisted, by Miss Marion Freeman
brown, made by Barbara Rogers.
and Mrs. Fogg, supervisor of Pro
Silhouettes by Mildred G. Ferrin
are lovely studies in black and ject 18-Y.
Wilhelmlna T. Fogg,
white.
Scraps of materials made the
Supervisor, N.Y.A. Project 18-Y.
''Oingham dog and the calico cat."
The smart ties on display were LIMEROCK VALLEY POMONA
made by the Misses Annie Brocks, j Limerock Valley Pcmona will
Mildred Perrin, Arlene Sprowl, and meet Saturday at 2 o’clock with St.
Jdarlon Freeman. These ties were George Grange and will present this
made in thelr own homes, and may program:
| Opening song; greeting, Ella Rob
be purchased.
Flora G. Merchant. Knox County inson; response, Scott Rackliff;
Chairman. National Art Week was 4-H Club Demonstration; roll call,
in charge of the N.Y.A. display. "Something to be Thankful For,"
The chairman of the window ar host Grange; speaker, Frank Wash
rangement was Mrs. Edward W. burn; Thanksgiving poem, Sara
Peaslee of the local N.Y A. ad- Young.

Lead (lie cheers for glamour and
“uraph" at every game! Wear your
ha;r in bright curls that climax
in the most fascinating of “pomps."
ZOTOS $10 00 Complete
Permanents from $3.00
Three Services for $2.50

Mt

vT'g BEAUTY SHOP
328 MAIN $T - ROCK LANO

Front row, left to right: Mrs. Addie B. Ilarville, Camden; Mrs. Della Simmers, Vinalhaven; Miss Ethel Rackliffe. Rockland; Mrs, Lucia
Cooley. Cushing: Mrs. Helen Gregory, Glen Cove, Second row: Leroy Pierce, North llaven; Charles S. Watts. South Thomaston; Charles Grin
nell. Appleton; Miles G. Pitcher. Washington: (ba-les S. Montgomery. Owl’s Head: Harold Hupper, St. George; John E. Davis, Warren; Clarence
Robbins. South Hope; Sidney Oxton, Rockland; John Cunningham, Union; Clyde Marriner, Camden; Carl O. Borgerson, Rockland.
—Photo by Cullen.
Charles Grinnell, Appleton; Mrs. A PARCEL POST SALE
Addie B. Harville. Camden; Harold
With Which a Former Rockland
Hupper. St. George; Clyde Marri
Girl Is Actively Identified
ner. Camden; Sidney Oxton, Rock
land; Leroy Pierce North Haven:
To an old friend Alzira Went
Miles G. F.tcher. Washington;
Clarence Robbins, Scuth Hcpe and worth Sand well sent the following
Mrs. Della Simmers, Vinalhaven. printed post card; thinking many
of her earlier Rockiard friends
TOLD IN RHYME
might get a real thrill out of find
Knox Hospital Patient Thus Ex ing Mrs. Sand-well in such a fine
presses His Thanks To the Staff charity and that some might like
to give a lift to this excellent work:
Patients discharged from Kr.ox Did you ever hear of a Parcel Post
Hospital express their apprecia
Sale?
Well listen now I'll tell you a tale
tion in various ways. H A. Mcrse The
Swedish Charitable Society Is
who left the institution yesterday
hiving a Fair.
And
we
are asking all to have a share
dropped into rhyme, as here seen:
Mv friends. I am sorry ta leave you.
But at times friends must part as
you know;
I am grateful to you for your kindness
And will tell you perhaps, when I go
I was badly bruised. I was battered
and sore.
And was aching ln every bore;
But your excellet stall could make
me laugh
Till tt seemed lust as nice as at home
Your -he-rv
morning and how

do you feel,

As you passed oy my open door:

o..u a low minutes chat abcut this
or that.
Could anyone ask for more?

Notice To Registrants And To The Public
The Selective Service Regulations provide:
Mailing a Questionnaire (Form 40i by the Local Beard to the
registrant is notice that the process of “classification and sclectica" with regard to that registrant has began. Each day this Local
Board will pest at its office a notice of the order numbers of the
registrants to whom Questionnaires have been mailed that day.
This Local Board keeps in its rffi-e a Ciassifi ation Record
(Form ISO). On this Classiflcaticn Record will be entered the date
each action Is taken by this Beard or the Beard of Appeal concern
ing each registrant. The entry of this date in the Cl&sslScn.icn
Record Ls notice cf the action taken. Otter notice wil! be mailed
to each registrant at his address last known by the Local Board,
and to any other person who files a claim for him.
Either the mailing of a notice or ihe entry in the Classifica
tion Record of the date the notice was mailed shall constitute
notice to the registrant and all concerned. This is true w hether or
not the maiied notice is actually received by the person to whom
it is addre sed.
Any person required by law to register, or any registrant, who
fails lo perform a duty required by the Selective Training and
Service Act of 1940, within the time provided by the law Igeneral'.y
live daysi, has violated the b v. A person violating the law Is
subject to trial in the United States District Court, whi-h may im
pose a fine or imprisonment, or bath.
The date when action was taken by the Local Board will be
written in ihe Classification Record in each of the following
instances:
Whenever a duty is to be performed by a registrant
Whenever a period of time begins to run within whirh a regis
trant is to perform a duty.
Whenever a period of time begins to run within which a regis
trant may claim a privilege.
All registrants and other persons concerned should examine
from time to time the notices posted by the Local Board and the
Classification Record.
The Classification Record is open to inspection by the public
during the Beard's business hours.
JOHN A. CHISHOLM.
Member of Loral Board.

Wit; you send us a package we can
sell for a quarter?
It's loads ot fun tor man. wife, son or
daughter.
Weil sell it Just as tt comes through
the mail.
That ls why lt !s called a Parcel Post
Sale.
Nov 21 we have set as the date.
P.ease send your parcel so it won't
Just address lt to the name under
signed.
And well thank you a lot for being
to kind

Alzira W. Sar.dwall
*7 Henry W. Erickson. 68 Brigh
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette ton avenue. Allston. Mass.

the inside story of

week with Mr. and Mrs Perry Wil
Mrs. Etta Teel of Po;t Clyde visit ley in Lcwell. Mass.
Mrs. Sumner Teel of Port Clyde
ed recently with her sister. Mrs.
is
visiting relatives in town.
Theodore McLain.
I
Mr.
and Mrs. Aster Willey were
Mrs. A. R. Benedict returned Fri
visitors Friday at Pemaquid Beach.
day to Montclair. N. J.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Herbert Benner and
Mrs. Jennie Teele and Mrs. Sarah
Prior were guests Saturday of Mrs. daughter of Friendship visited Sun
day with Mrs. Benner's mother, Mrs.
Calvin Simmons in Port Clyde.
S F. Studley is spending this Clara Carter.

MEDOMAK

When you try a new Ford, you’ll find

Here are some highlights on how this

something very much more than just
an improved ride. You'll find an entirely
neu Ford ride! A soft, level, gentle ride
.. . front seat or rear ... that's one of

new ride was achieved. Never before
in Ford history ... perhaps never before
in any one new car ... have so many
major new developments been applied
at once to ruling comfort in a new car.

194l’s most talked-about developments.

AT THE

PURITAN

You con get your outfit today, and pay for it while
you wear it. It takes just a few minutes to open
your Puritan account. No fuss, no red tape, no
carryinq charges. Terms gladly arranged to fit
your earnings.

COMPLETE OUTFIT
COAT.
SUIT
SHOES
HAT
SHIRT
TIE
SOX

H *24.50

AU FOR

owl ‘2150

Total Value

35”

Choose your suit or coat from a great selection of all

wool, ace quality styles. Then pick the rest of your

outfit from our regular stock too. You can buy these
items separately if you wish, but you save $6.49 when

INCKIASID WHIIIIASI and
springbase in the '41 Ford car
provide the basis for a better,
softer ride!

NEW SPRINGS both front and rear
are softer in action, slower in
what engineers call “vibration
periods."

NEW BALANCE between front and

Prices start
as low as

rear spring action levels the ride
—reduces "pitching” over bumps.
A NEW FRAME, 100% more rigid
than before, cuts body-and-frame
"weaving," increases comfort
and quietness.

NEW SHOCK ABSORBERS permit
softer adjustment front and rear
than ever before.

C "7 Eg Completely
v

equipped

and delivered in ROCKLAND

A NEW STABILIZER perfected by
Ford, makes it possible to use
softer springs, more flexible
shock absorbers aud minimize
sidesway.
MASSIVE NEW BODIESon'41
Fords have up to 7" greater seat
ing wi<|th, bigger windows,
doors and windshields, greatly
increased rubber cushioning.

FORD

FOR
1941

FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN SEE YOUR LOCAL FORD DEALER!

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

_______
--- — .
ROCKLAND, MAINE, TELEPHONE 475 ^££4,

WALDOBORO, MAINE Tnrnimvr
TELEPHONE 61

, SEE YOUR FORD DEALER FIRST FOR 10W-C0ST FINANCING '

you buy the outfit.

ALL ALTERATIONS FREE

SPECIAL

WITH

SLOWERBURNING

sa pu mm
"DE^TNT 1455 Main St., Rockland

20 WEEKS TO PAY

